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News In Brief
PADD conducting needs study
for senior citizens in region The Purchase Area Development District is currently conducting
a needs assessment in planning its programs for senior citizens, to
begin July 1. The PADD Aging Committee is requesting any interested
citizen to become involved in this process.
Mayfield Mayor Virgil Gilliam, chairman of the PADD Aging Committee, announced the following: "A questionnaire has been developed
which will gather public opinion on those services most needed by
elderly persons. The questionnaires have been sent to a wide variety
of social service, health care and other interested age.icies. If anyone
would care to receive a questionnaire, contact the Senior Citizens Office at 753-0929, or call the PADD office in Mayfield, at 247-7171."
Gilliam noted that the Aging Committee oversees the coordination
of Title III and Homecare services within the eight county Purchase
area, providing support for senior center activities, transportation,
home delivered meals, and other home based services for those elderly
in need of special attention.

By SCOTT WILSON
_Staff Writer
Local efforts to recover former
Hazel native Kayla Jean Ketchum
from a New York couple suffered
a severe setback this week.
Results of blood tests taken in
November and December have
shown that Danny Lee Morris is
more than likely the 8-year-old
child's father.

The court-ordered tests stemmed from a lengthy court battle between Morris and Jim Ketchum of
Potosi, Mo. for custody of the
child. Kayla was born out of
wedlock between her mother's
marriages to Ketchum and
Morris.
"The news really hurt. We were
counting on the fact that Jim was
the father,'' said Sharyn

Lawrence of Hazel. "But, her
grandmother (Betty Davis, also of
Hazell in still going to -fight for
custody. We believe that it is better for Kayla to be with blood
family. That way, she will know
something about her real family."
Lawrence said that her family
has made numerous attempts to
contact the couple Kayla is staying with. However, she said all
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YOUR PARISI?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the Th. Murray Loclgior
Timos by 5 30 p rn Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between 5130
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Ffiday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4'p.m.
Saturday Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
8 s.m - 12 p.m. Saturday.

Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
cold. Low 10 to 15. Light wind.
Saturday: Partly sunny.
High mid to upper 20s. North
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mostly fair weather Sunday
through Tuesday. High Sunday
in the lower 30s, rising into the
mid-40s.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

354.8
354.7

(Cont'd on page?)

Senate could
pass its first
round of bills
later today

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

Murray Police Department squad cars blocked a portion of U.S.841 Thursday at approximately 2 p.m. while a
wrecker pulled this pick-up truck from a steep ditch after it had slid off the road just south of the Uncle Jeff's
shopping center. No injuries were reported in the incident. Local police agencies reported no serious accidents from Wednesday night's winter storm.
Staff photo by Doom Newcomb

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson gave
lawmakers something else to
chew on — a warning that the state
faces a deficit of $25 million to $40
million this fiscal year, which
ends June 30.
The Senate was on the verge of
passing a collection of minor bills
today, its first of the session. The
(Cont'd op page 2)

ATV ban was surprise to some in area
By SOOTI' WILSON
Staff Writer
"The ban was a big surprise to
me. But it will not hurt us. Threewheeled ATVs have not been produced since 1986. I think the ban
was a political move."
That was the reaction of Spencer
Balentine, a local dealer of allterrain vehicles, to the recent ban
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mail has been returned and phone
calls have been ignored.
The tests, known as the Human
Leukocyte Antigen tests, can not
prove conclusively that Morris is
the father. However, they showed
that Morris has a better chance of
being the father than Ketchum
did.

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP ) — The
first week of the 1988 General
Assembly passed today with
prison crowding, drug enforcement and a state lottery among
the issues served up for consideration by the House and Senate.

Task force on
vote fraud sees
many changes
in state's laws
Source The

35 CENTS

Custody battle suffers setback this week

By The Associated Press

ATV-related fatalities
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Elsewhere...
SOUTHERN STATES — Up to 16 inches of snow blanketed the
South, paralyzing cities and airports, collapsing hundreds of poultry
houses, and forcing travelers and the homeless to find any available
refuge. Record cold persisted in the Midwest and East, bringing
weather-related deaths to at least 40 since Saturday.
WASHINGTON — Attorney General Edwin Meese III's investments- in the regional Bell telephone companies are under
criminal investigation by the same independent counsel already looking into his ties to scandal-plagued Wedtech Corp., one of Meese's attorneys says.
WASHINGTON — A presidential commission studying the October
stock market plunge recommends creation of a new broad-scoped
regulatory body to oversee the nation's financial markets, administration officials say.
JERUSALEM — Israeli troops opened fire to force back Arab protesters in clashes at two refugee camps in the occupied Gaza Strip,
killing a 15-year-old Palestinian and wounding seven other
demonstrators, U.N. officials said.
WASHINGTON — The independent counsel in the Iran-Contra affair isn't ruling out plea bargains with central figures in the arms for
hostages deals as his investigation heads toward an expected round
of indictments.
CHICAGO — Almost half the AIDS antibody tests at a major U.S.
medical center were given without good reason, suggesting AIDS
hysteria may be infecting some medical decision-making, a researcher says.
OHIO — Officials declared a civil emergency in Steubenville, Ohio,
and planned to shut off water intakes in Wheeling, W.Va., today as a
20-mile-long oil slick, slowed by icy waters and stiff winds, works its
way down the Ohio Riyer from Pennsylvania.
WASHINGTON — The GOP presidential candidates gather for
their firSt big debate* 1988, with George Bush's campaign lashing
out at rival Bob Dole for "drooling at the opportunity" to bring up the
Iran-Contra affair.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — The
state Task Force on Vote Fraud
has recommended sweeping
changes in Kentucky's election
laws, including making it a felony
to buy and sell votes.
In a draft of its report to Attorney General Fred Cowan,
which was released Thursday, the
task force said election-law violations are rampant and the changes
are needed to curb them and
restore public faith in the electoral
process.
The panel's major recommendation was to make the buying and
selling of votes a felony.
The report said all of the penalty
sections in Kentucky law should be
reviewed and revised "to more accurately reflect the seriousness"
of the crime.
"Currently, the penalties are so
insignificant in comparison with
the potential rewards" of buying
and selling votes "that the
penalties . are almost meaningless," the task force found.
Other recommendations
No less than 12 Kentuckians died
(Could on page 2)

on the sale of all three-wheeled
ATVs by the Consumer Product
Safety Commission. Under the
agreement, ATV manufacturers
would immediately stop selling all
three-wheeled models and buy
back those in dealer inventories
According to the Asso,ated
Press, the ban came from an
agreement developed between

ATV manufacturers and the commission. The two sides will iron
out the final details over the next
45 days.
The commission had earlier
asked the Justic Department to
file suit against the major ATV
manufacturers. A response from
the department has been pending
for months, but reports surfaced

.
-last week in Congress that a settlement had been worked out.
"The ban is kind of an afterthought," said Chris Grissom, a
Tennessee ATV dealer. "What
concerns me is that a government
agency has the power to tell people what they can and can't do."
(Cont'd on page?)

I'ovk er pitcher

Murray automobile salesman Keith Williams pushed snow from one of the cars on the lot Thursday afternoon.
No more significant snowfall is predicted in the coming days — a warming trend Is expected for early next
week.
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undisclosed couple living in
Genesee County N.Y. That couple's adoption procedures have been contested in the
Genesee County Surrogate's Court (Cont'd from page 1)
by Lawrence, Ketchum and other include:
—Improving oversight of elecrelatives. The Spencers' adoption
of Nathan was not contested
tion boards and county election ofbecause there was never a quesficials to reduce fraud and abuse,
tion Danny Morris is the father.
including changing the makeup
In the meantime, Danny Morris and selection of county election
was indicted in May of last year by
boards to establish• greater
a grand jury in Calloway County. accountability.
He was arrested in Story County
—Enforcing stricter procedures
Iowa. He appeared in the local cirfor absentee voting, which, the
cuit court in August and was task force said, accounts for a mareleased on bond.
jor amount of vote fraud.
The new revelation about the
The task force recommended
blood tests is a big boost to Morris' that able-bodied voters who wish
case. According to Haverstock, to use absentee ballots before
his client's chances of being acElection Day be required to vote
at the county court clerk's office,
quitted on all charges look good.
or in the case of counties with firs"My client felt that those would
be the results of the tests all tand second-class cities, at a
along," he said. "I think there is designated polling place.
no question that the custodial in— Restricting the practice of
terference charges will be
voter assistance in the booth — a
dismissed. He had no rriminal in- way for vote buyers to make sure
they get what they paid for — to
tent by not filing the adoption form
with the Cabinet for Human those who are physically inResources. We believe that he capable of voting alone and those
who are illiterate.
acted on information from attorneys and other parties that he
—Improving methods of public
believed to be legally okay."
about voting and placeducation
Haverstock said that some
warning
signs at polling places
ing
lawyers do not know about filing
detailing the penalties for buying
the proper form with the CHR.
and selling votes.
"There is a possibility that the
—Purging voter registration
charges will be dropped," relayed rolls of the names of voters who
Lisa Carter, assistant com- have died or those who are ineligimonwealth attorney for Calloway ble to vote, and continuing such
County. "We will pursue the purges annually.
adoption."
—Limiting electioneering to
Carter said that a pre-trial hear- beyond 1,000 feet of polling places
ing scheduled for today at 1:3C to reduce voter buyers' access to
p.m. would probably be changed voters.
to a later date due to the new
—Improving voter identificadevelopments.
tion. Currently there is no method
"We lost the battle, but not the of voter identification — a situawar. We will never give up and we tion that leads to ineligible voters,
will never stop trying to get Kayla the task force said.
--Improving election records
back," commented Lawrence.

Task force...

(Cont'd from page 1)
"The tests show that there is a
small group of people that could
possibly be the father and a large
group of people that could not
possibly be the father," said Murray attorney Gary Haverstock,
who is defending Morris on
custodial interference charges
and allegations of failing to make
written application with the
Cabinet for Human Resources
concerning the adoption.
"It is not conclusive that Morris
is the father, but it removes the
possibility that Ketchum is. That
is what is important to our case."
"The tests showed that Jim Ketchum is not the father," commented Thomas Williams of
Batavia, N.Y., Ketchum's lawyer.
"There is not a possibility of a
reverse for Jim. We are out of it."
The bizarre scenario began on
July 15, 1984, when Mary Morris,
Kayla's mother, was killed in an
auto accident. A couple of days
later, Danny Morris signed consent for adoption of the Kayla and
her brother Nathan, three years
younger,for then Murrayans Gary
and Debbie Spencer. The Spencers
now live in New York.
Danny Morris was out of town at
the time of the death and did not
appear at the funeral because
Mary Morris had signed an affidavit earlier that year claiming
that she and her children had been
beaten by her husband. The affidavit read that the beatings had
taken place more than once.
According to Donald Jones, a
Murray attorney, Morris swore
"under oath" that he was the
child's natural father. The
Spencers later gave Kayla to an
f
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The Murray Ledger & Times annual Profile edition MI be published the last week of
• March bringing you a comprehensive overview
• of Murray and its business and services.
•

"Profile is one of the most useful tools we
have in the_promotion of the Murray and
• Calloway County areas,"says Chamber of
•
Commerce executive director Steve Zea. "It
•
represents the complete business community
•
and provides the most up-to-date information
•
• available."
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two minor accidents
reported by Police Thursday
Only

Only two minor accidents were
reported by Murray city police
Thursday thanks to driver precaution and city, county and state
road crews.
Both of the accidents were in city parking lots, according to the
police report. A separate incident
sent a pick-up truck sliding into a
ditch on U.S. 641 Thursday afternoon. A spokesman for the police
department said there usually
aren't many accidents when

motorists are given plenty of
winter storm warnirts.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and the Kentucky
State Police post in Mayfield
reported no accidents. Sheriff ID.
Williams said that people who
didn't have to get out didn't, and
those who did were taking extra
precaution. The road conditions
could get worse though, he said,
when the snow starts to freeze
over.

Calloway man robbed in his home
An 81-year-old Calloway County
man was robbed in his home
Wednesday at approximately 7,
p.m. when a stranger came to his
door and asked to use the
telephone because he was out of
gas, according to Calloway County
Sheriff J.D. Williams.
Terry Buckingham. of Rt. 2,

Hazel, was hit in the head with
what he thought was a tire tool
wrapped in a towel. Buckingham
was knocked to the floor following
a scuffle, the sheriff said.
The robber got away with $600
from Buckingham's billfold, ri
ing the telephone from the wall
before he left, Williams said.

Legislative Briefs

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A 1986 law that required Kentucky•
volumes of administrative regulations to be converted to statutes is cei
tent lobe repealed, the chairman otthe Senate State Government Corn
mittee said Wednesday.
"I've never been as sure of anything in my life as Jam that(the law)
not remain on the books," said Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana.
will
(Cont'd from page 1)
However, a bill to repeal the 1986 measure was set aside in the comHouse, which has different rules,
mittee at Ford's suggestion Wednesday. Ford said he wanted an amend
has not reached that point.
ment to allow expiration of regulations that are not reviewed and renewOn Thursday, two legislators aned every two years.
nounced the filing of bills they said
He said Senate Bill 2, sponsored by Democratic Sen. Fred Bradley of
could save millions of dollars by
Frankfort, would be back on the agenda for the committee's meeting
expanding jails instead of building
next Wednesday.
more prisons to hold minimumAdministrative regulations are the guidelines by which the state imsecurity state prisoners.
plements laws enacted by the General Assembly.
Bills being introduced
Sen. Joe Lane Travis, a Glasgow Republican who was an outspoken
simultaneously in the Senate and
backer of the 1986 law, told the committee that legislators abdicate their
House would allow Class D felons, responsibility in allowing "faceless bureaucrats" to write the "real
to serve their sentences in jail and
laws" that govern people's lives.
perform menial communityBradley, who also testified Wednesday, said the Kentucky Revised
service jobs.
Statutes are now contained in a stack of books 4 feet, 10 inches high.
The sponsors — Sen. John
Codifying all regulations would add 32 feet to that stack, he said.
Weaver, D-Walton, and Rep.
Bills approved by the commitee Wednesday included:
- Jerry Lundergan, D-Lexington —
—SB49, to continue the Governor's Commission on Literacy beyond
said at a news conference that
June 30, when it is due to expire.
counties wanting to participate
—SB54, to exempt former prisoners of war from state campground
would apply for bond money from
and park fees.
the state to pay for the additional
jail beds that would be needed.
Their bills would apply to Class
tion for riders. Parents would also
D felons who do not require more
be charged with supervising
than minimum security, plus conchildren under 14 years of age on
ditional parolees and prisoners
public lands. Violation a the proabout to be released.
hibitions would be a misdemeanor
The bills also would boost the (Cont'd from page 1)
offense.
state's daily fees to counties for
in
ATV-related
accidents
in
1987,
Edsel Moore, Kentucky's state
housing prisoners — $18 for persix of them were under 16 years of designee for the CPSC, was chairmanent minimum -security
age. According to the CPSC, 23 man of a committee for the agenprisoners and $22 for prisoners
Kentuckians have died in ac- cy in May that proposed setting
awaiting transfer, under compacidents associated with the three- age limits, to be determined by
nion bills. Counties are now paid
and four-wheel, off-road vehicles each state, for ATV riders on
$13.50 per day for all state
since 1984. Thirteen of them were
public lands. Limits have been
prisoners.
under 16.
proposed anywhere from 12-16
Weaver and Lundergan said exyears of age.
tra jail beds could be built for
people
have
been
Nationally,
883
about a third of the cost of extra
A study was recently done by a
killed in ATV-related accidents
minimum-security prison beds.
general-surgery resident at
"We're all interested in locking since 1982. It is estimated that half
Vanderbilt University Hospital in
up the criminal element, but far of them were young children or
Nashville on all ATV-related intoo often we're not willing to spend teen-agers.
juries in 1986 at Marshall County
the money to allow that to hapPolice reports show that most of
Hospital in Benton. The study
pen," Weaver said. "In this case, the 1987 fatalities associated with showed that people 20 years old
we are actually providing the in- ATVs in the state, approximately
and under are injured most often
carceration of the criminal ele- 40,000, occured in the western part and most seriously. Of the 51 crash
ment and ... saving the state of the state. The greatest concen- victims who showed up in the
money."
tration of the incidents happened
hospital's emergency room in
State money was the subject of a in the region of the Purchase area. 1986, 69 percent were 20 or
news conference by Wilkinson,
younger.
The Land Between the Lakes is
who said officials of former Gov. the only publicly-owned area in
Grissom says that proposed age
Martha Layne Collins' ad- the region that allows the use of
limits
would not be the answer to
ministration cleaned out the finan- ATVs.
the accident problem. Actually, he
cial cupboard as Collins was leavBalentine and Grissom place the
believes they would hurt.
ing office last month.
blame for the accidents on
"The education of the parents,
Wilkinson also alleged that
careless use. They claim that if
like
safety programs, would
revenue projections for the rest of
vehicle is used after training
the
help,"
he said. "I think an age
the fiscal year were intentionally
with caution, a safe
limit would hurt things. It is an in
Inflated. Wilkinson said he was lessons and
be obtained. The vehicle •
thing. It does require skill
seeking a way to pay the state's ride can
itself, they say, is safe
to operate the vehicle, but it
bills for the next five months.
depends on the operator." He addIn other action, the first four
"You have to leave it up to the
ed
that many of the parents buy
commented.
pieces of a package of anti-drug parent," Balentine
too big of a machine for their
legislation were filed in the Senate "We always go a little further with
children
by Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling our customers. We give them a
Green. The bills would impose stif- tape on how to ride it and we also
That is not the case for Murfer penalties for marijuana give them lessons. A lot of the rayan Gene Darnell. Darnell, his
cultivation and distribution and trouble is just misguided people." wife Debra and child Dustin, 17,
would make jail time mandatory
The Specialty Vehicle Institute are avid ATV riders.
for trafficking in hard drugs.
of
America has devised model
Kafoglis' Bowling Green col"The ATVs are not at fault. I
legislation
for state governments think the CPSC is looking to make
league, Democratic Rep. Jody
that would require training
a name for itself," Darnell
Richards, is filing companion bills
courses for ATV users and
in the House. Richards and
relayed. "I don't think it is fair. If
registration of the vehicles, with
Kafoglis announced their plans at
the rider uses the vehicle like it is'
registration fees paying for opera- designed to be
a news conference Wednesday.
used, then it can be
tion training.
handled.
The legislation would also proMain Street Youth Center
Several attempts to contact
hibit passengers and operation of
hour. changed temporari4
ATVs on public roads and would other area ATV dealers were
require helmets and face protec- unsuccessful.
Main Street Youth Center at 206
North Fourth St., Murray, has
changed its hours for today and
Saturday. The hours will be from 2
0
ds401010.4
to 9 p.m. today and 1 to 9 p.m.
Saturday, according to Linda
Lester, a board member

Senate

ATV...

•

•

and reports. The task force said
criminal investigations of election
fraud are hampered by the lack of
regulations and guidelines for
preserving records. The secretary
of state, it said, should be required
to issue such regulations.
—Establishing mandatory
review of election procedures. The
task force called for a grand jury
review of elections on a random
basis. The attorney general also
should be empowered to investigate and prosecute any state
election abuse, the report said.
—Increasing oversight of school
board races, which, the task force
said, are often the most corrupt
races because schools are the
largest employers in many counties where jobs are scarce.
Task force members, while
agreeing that corrupt election officers are a major problem, could
not agree on a recommendation to
change the way local officers are
selected. They are scheduled to
meet again at 10 a.m. EST Monday to take up the topic.
The report is the result of a
feverish two-month effort by the
task force, appointed by Cowan
after The Courier-Journal published a series of stories detailing
election fraud.

Call
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Advertising
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1988 GMC 3/4 Ton 4 X 4 Pickup.
Red, 350, VE3, *Speed

A PlaceTO Disc-over.
BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

Trucks, Trailers & Buses,Inc.
US 641 South, 3 minutes

753-1372
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Letter To The Editor

Minister denounces lottery

In

ly if you win. That "if" is a big
One of the more intriguing pieces
"IF". It promises a better life
of mail I've received lately came
Quite alot has been written and
without individuals assuming
from a man who said he has made
said about Kentucky needing a lot- responsibility for making life betan important discovery that he
tery to supplement State funds. ter. It's a get rich quick promise
wishes to share with the world.
Quite alot will probably be written that few can enjoy. If enough peoIn his letter he said: "I have writand said in the coming months. It ple take a chance playing it, the lotten to seven or eight news people
is my understanding that Governor tery promises better schools and
and one television network about a
Wilkinson and members of the
better care for the elderly — just
discovery I came upon to get rid of
Legislature think a lottery is need- what we would like. Nice way of those
household
pests,
ed to support education and to pro- leading. us to think we can have
cockroaches.
vide care for elderly citizens in the these needs met without our
"I guess they all think lam out
State. Two worthwhile concerns responsible actions. Lottery proand definitely needs. As one who mises dangle fable-hope before peo- of my mind, because I have not
heard from any of them.
believes these are crucial concerns' ple who wish life to be better than
"What I want to do is give my
for Kentucky communities, I feel I it is. False hope believing you can
discovery to the world. How can I
am being misled. I think I am be- get what you need for a risk and a
ing sold a process for collecting couple of dollars. Basically, lotdo that when people think I am
revenue that is both financially and teries play on our selfishness. For nuts?
morally questionable. According to a few bucks you'll "have it made."
"I hope that you follow through
the 1984 publication, STATE What does this kind of promise con- on this just to show those other peoLEGISLATURES, our neighbor Il- tribute to the community value
ple that they missed a good bit.
linois received over 2 million
most of us believe is important to
"Sincerely, Mel Held (Phone me
dollars in lottery sales in 1974-84. learn and to do — that sense of
after 3 p.m. for details. All you can
During that same period of time on- responsibility we each have for lose is a little of your time.)"
ly approximately 888,000 dollars making life better? I think the lot-Reniii-nherhIg that some pe—dpre
were net proceeds. Those figures tery holds for us in Kentucky laughed at Edison and Bell, I decidmay not sound too bad; but they tell nothing more than a good dose of • ed to find out how Mr.. field's
me that twice as much was col- false hope masquerading as worthy
discovery worked.
lected in sales than was used for its causes — easy solutions in place of
It is, after all, a serious problem
intended purposes. So much for responsible commitments to better for many people. My guess irihat
fiscal responsibility.
education and elderly care.
more Americans are trouble -by
Morally, the lottery promises
Rev. Ben F. Boone
roaches than by the stock market's
more than it can deliver. It pro1612 Sunset
convulsions.
mises security and a future, but onMurray, Ky.
And, as we know, roaches are
such sturdy little pests that some
scientists believe they would be the
only survivors of a nuclear war.

can lead roach to water

Letter to the Editor:

Looking Back

Glen N. Cunningham,son of Mr.
Ten years ago
Murray Police Department in- and Mrs. Fray Cunningham, has
vestigated 692 accidents; made graduated from Reppert School of
196 felony arrests including 11 rob- Auctioneering at Decatur, Ind, 4
Bettie Blalock and Donald C.
bery arrests, 29 narcotics arrests,
14 burglary arrest and 79 theft ar- Gravette were married Dec. 22 at
rests; and made 203 arrests for First Baptist Church.
„Annual Ministers' Prayer
speeding during the year of 1977,
according to figures compiled by Retreat for Methodist Church's
Phillip Owens of Records and Memphis Conference will be Jan.
13-15 at Kenlake Hotel.
Idenification Division.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
A drive to get Calloway County
Airman 1st Class Roger S. Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gor- farmers to plant young pine and
don, is serving with Air Force in locust trees was opened today by
the county agent's office. The proPhan Rang AB, Vietnam.
Radioman Joe P. Phillips, son of ject is being directed by S.V. Foy,
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Phillips, is county agent,
Murray State College
serving aboard the heavy guided
Thoroughbreds
beat Memphis 61
missile cruiser USS Canberra in
Gulf of Tonkin off the coast of to 43 in a basketball game at Carr
Health Building, Murray. High
North Vietnam.
team
scorers were Zadia Herrold
Soil Conservationist Felix C.
for Murray and Schmillinger for
Perrin of Calloway County is picMemphis.
tured presenting the Homaday
In high school basketball
Award for Conservation to
games, Hazel beat Sedalia, Cuba
representatives of Murray Boy
beat New Concord and Lynn
Scout Troop 45. They are Eagle
Scouts Steve Simmons, Robert
Grove beat Kirksey. High team
Lowe and Alan Weatherly.
scorers were Brandon for Hazel,
R. Norsworthy for Sedalia, Yates
Thirty years ago
Specialist Third Class Paul Von ,for Cipa, J. Winchester and J.
Williams for New Concord,
Scheech was graduated from ConSmotherman and Howard for
struction Foreman Course at the
Lynn Grove, and Adams for
Army's European Engineer
Kirksey.
School at Mumau, Germany.

How to reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Morn 118
,
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by phone by dialing (202)224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
_operator will conne0 yOu with.the official of your choice,.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep. Fr_eed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers 14 25 per month.
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Tn , $51,00 per year By mail to other destinations $5500 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753 1116
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"I did that for a while, drowning Shields. Mel and his jars would be
a few of them in the cheese spread a refreshing change.
container. Then I happened to
"But you know what? None of
notice something important. I ate them were interested. They didn't
some peanuts and tossed the emp- bother to answer my letters or
ty peanut jar in the garbage can. return my calls. I even wrote to one
The next day I saw about 50 of them of the big companies that makes
around the jar.
bug sprays. They weren't interested, but at least they sent me
"So it came to me — they must some free
shaving cream.
really love peanuts. That's when I
"So that's why I wrote to you.
got some empty jars, coated the in- People ought to know
about my
side with peanut butter, and put an discovery."
inch of water on the bottom.I put
And now they do, although, I
out six of them at night.
can't vouch for the scientific validi"And doggone, Igot 200 in about ty Of Mel's
discovery.
six jars the next day. See, they go
In fact, I called one of the city's
in there to eat the peanut butter, leading exterminating
companies
then they fall in the water and and asked if they had ever heard
of
drown.
the peanut butter-and-jar trick.
"I knew that this could be a
"Is this some kind of joke?" the
breakthrough of some kind. It's a. professional exterminator said.
first. It doesn't cost hardly
Notat all. The discoverer claims
anything and anyone can do it.
that it works.
"I wanted to get this out to the . ,"Let me tell you something.
wotIU SOT called Publi-c—Broad Roaches cant-WI-M. And if they Cali
casting Service, because they're in- crawl down the side of the jar, they
terested in serious stuff.
can crawl up the side of the jar. So
"And I tried to get in touch with I think that either he is buggy or
Bob Greene, the syndicated colum- you are."
nist."
I passed that expert opinion
Good idea. Bob likes to write along to Mel. He said: don't care
about new social trends.
what they say, I know it works."
-And I called up somebody at
What is your next step?
People Magazine and told them
"I'm trying to get hold of the peo
about it."
pie who make peanut butter. I'll let
Excellent. We've seen enough
you know."
People cover stories on Brooke
A man and his dream.

So millions of years from now,
they could evolve into the dominant
Intelligent life form on this planet.
And they might do archeological
digs and find our fossils and marvel
that such weird creatures once
roamed the Earth.
Anyway, Mr. Held, the inventor,
turned out to be a 74-year-old
bachelor and retired Chicago cab
driver.
He said he made his discovery by
accident, which is often the way
scientific breakthroughs occur.
"See, I live in a nice building. But
a few months ago, the people
downstairs got roaches. So they
brought in the exterminators and
all the roaches ran up to my
apartment.
"I tried a lot of things to get rid
of them. I got Raid, but that's too
expensive. Then I used a cheese
spread container and put a little
water in it. The next day I found a
few of them drowned.

The enduring charm of Communism still stands

The year now ended , 1987, marked the 70th anniversary of the coming to power of Lenin's Party. In
the remarkable seven decades
since the storming of the Winter
Palace, that Party has compiled a
catalogue of rimes unique in
human history.
A partial rendering would include: the murder of the czar's
family, destruction of the Russian
Orthodox Church, the forgotten
holocaust in the Ukraine, the forced famine of the' '30s, Stalin's
purges. the Hitler-Stalin pact, the
rape of the Baltic states, the unprovoked attack on Finland, the
Katyn massacre of the Polish officers,The deceptions of Yalta, the
crushing of the Hungarian
Freedom Fighters and the Prague
Spring, the Gulag Archipelago, and
the war of genocide against the
Afghan people now entering its
Iiinth year: And, after all this terror, what
has Marxist economics produced?
From China to Cuba,from Ethiopia
to Vietnam, one bankrupt state
after another. And, for those same
decades, Moscow has persecuted
Russia's greatest men of letters,
like Solzhenitsyn and Pasternak,
and driven her greatest artists, like
Nureyev and Baryshnikov, into
exile.
Despite this abominable history,
however, communism retains a
certain magnetism in the West. In
elite American universities, some
professors still proudly call
themselves Marxist. From their
pulpits, Christian clergymen decry
any U.S. effort to remove Communist regimes in Grenada,
-Nicaragua and Angola. In Europe
writers and intellectuals generally
believe Gorbachev's regime is a
greater friend of peace than the
United States.
How explain this continuing

suspension of disbelief, despite the
manifest crimes of Lenin, Stalin,
Mao, Castro, Colonel Mengistu and
Pol Pot?
The answer, I think, does not lie
in a lack of knowledge about the
Communist record, but, rather, in
the presence of a form of religious
belief. The "Political Pilgrims" of
whom Paul Hollander writes, thos4
"useful idiots" who go abroad to
Communist lands and come home
singing the praises of the Brave
New World, from Lincoln Steffins
to Jane Fonda, do not see the
misery, tyranny and moral squalor
— because that is not what they
went out to see. Their sudden new
"faith" in the atrocious systems
they have just seen firsthand, fills
an emptiness in the soul caused by
the loss of faith in the animating
ideas and ideals of their own
civilization. Their enthusiasm is
that of the convert, because, in
their hearts, they have been converted. They have, in a real sense,
changed sides.
Nor should this be unexpected in
our age of disbelief. Lost souls do
not stay lost ; they find a new faith.
Ideology often fills the void left by
a dying religkaus belief.
Communism is, in the last
analysis, a Christian heresy, and it
has the magnetism of a heresy.
Where Christianity teaches that we
are all children of God, with Godgiven huniaittIghti;destined for a
heavenly kingdom, communism
teaches there is no God, that life
begins and ends here, that the Com'munist state is man's teacher and
guide, that building paradise is the
business of this world.
To those in the West who have
lost faith in Judeo-Christian values,
traditions and beliefs, and, indeed,

have come to despise their Western
heritage, Communists, no matter
how brutal in practice, will always
have the appeal of men of action
who do more than talk: thus, the
Party will never lack for secret admirers and self-appointed public
defenders in the West.
Indeed, the alienated son who
hates his father and finds happiness in his father's economic ruin
is not different in attitude from the
Americans who exulted in the final
victories of the North Vietnamese
Communists over the allies of their
own country.
, Seven years after his assassination, Somoza remains a reviled
figure, though his crimes against
the Nicaraguan people do not
remotely approach the scale or
scopes of those committed by the
decadent Sandinistas, whose survival seems the constant concern of
the American Left. Why? Because
Somoza was on our side; and the
Sandinistasjonost emphatically,
are not.
And it is, I am persuaded, not
some deep-seated love of the
downtrodden Xhosa or Zulu that
has caused America's press and
clergy to insist upon the most
severe of sanctions upon South

Africa. ( After all, Ndebele, Hutu,
Tutsi, Ibo and countless tribal
peoples have been massacred in far
greater numbers in modern Africa,
without a peep of protest from
these same sources. 1 The spirit
driving the anti-apartheid coalition
worldwide is not love at all; it is
hatred, and not just hatred of apartheid, but hatred of • the Boer,
hatred of Mr. Botha, his party and
people, hatred of the 19th century
idea they embody — the idea that
the Christian West, because of the
superiority of its values and the
civilization those values produced,
has an inherent right to rule over
other peoples.
Oddly, today, it is the Soviets who
have taken up Kipling's "white
man's burden," who openly proclaim their inherent right to rule
mankind, based upon their correct
reading of history, and their party's predestined role in that history.
Meanwhile, we Westerners have
taken to preaching such 20th century notions as non-intervention
and the equality of all states and
"making the world safe for diversity," in JFK's phrase, even though
that diversity, as often as not, includes a Fidel Castro as well as an
Idi Amin.

WRITE 21 LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encourakettAll letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general

interest.
Letters must not be more than
50e words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledge'''.
Times, Box 1444), Murra, Ky.
42071.
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Jo Burkeen, editor,

• events listed
Community
Friday,Jan.8
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.

Friday, Jan.8
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
---Calloway County High School
Laker Boys' basketball team will
play Mayfield at 6 p.m. at Jeffrey
Gym.

is getting ready for another markdown!

We will be closed Monday. Jan. 11th
to prepare for our

STOCK CLEARANCE SALE!
New at --

VIC — OR'S
Victor Jr. Meal
Sandwich, Chips & Drink
FOR KIDS 12 & under

991

753-7715

BARGAIN DAY!
Start 1988 with terrific bargains
,.,r-at Wholesale Stores!

Prepared Childbirth Class will meet Tuesday, Jan. 12, to make up the
class of Jan. 7 cancelled because of the snow. The sessions will start at 7
p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 12, and Thursdays, Jan. 14, 21 and 28, according to
Nancy Orr R.N.

Justin Ray Bruce born

ONE DAY ONLY. AT. JAN 9TH

WHOLESALE STORES INC.
ir'
tt

DO .11 RR

I

-13St

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Bald Eagle
Tours at 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands iture Center.
---Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 1 p.m. to midnight.
---Calloway County High School
Varsity and Junior Varsity Boys'
basketball teams will play Carlisle
County there at 6 p.m.
---Calloway County High School
and Murray High School Junior
Varsity and Freshman Girls'
basketball teams will play at Murray High at 1 p.m.
--

. dates listed
ChildbirtticIasS

All Merchandise In Store

South & 5th Sts. Mayfield, Ky. 247-2757
VISA-MC accepted

Saturday. Jan.9
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution will meet at 1:30 p.m. at home
of Mrs. James C. Hart Sr.
---Writers' Potpourri is scheduled
at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

lib

Mr. and Mrs. Troy Bruce of Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Justin Ray, weighing six pounds two ounces, born on Saturday,
Dec. 5, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Jan Peale. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bruce and Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Peale, all of Paris.

Dismissals are listed
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Wednesday, Jan. 6.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Michael Carroll, Box 1422,
Parts, Tenn.; Ms. Robbie Brittain.

!RI

Saturday, Jan.9
Murray High School Varsity and
Junior Varsity boys' basketball
teams will play at Heath.
---Murray State University Lady
Racers and Men Racers will play
basketball games with Tennessee
State at 5:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. at
Racer Arena.
---An Amgrican Quarter Horse
Association Show will begin at 8
a.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center. Admission is free.
---Sunday,Jan. 10
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watson
will be honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary from 4 to 6 p.m. in
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
The family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
---An American Quarter Horse
Association Show will begin at-S.
a.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center. Admission is free.
---Events in Land Between the
'Lakes will include Bald Eagle
Tours at 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
---AA will meet at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Monday,Jan. 11
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Lou
McGary.
---Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. George
Kamavus.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

DATEBOOK

25%off

East

Open horse show, sponsored by
New Providence Riding Club, will
start at 7 p.m: at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center.
Spaghetti supper will be served
by Calloway County Band
Boosters from 5 to 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of school. Cost will be
$2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
students.

Jo-An's Varieties

1301 Main

Friday,Jan.8
Murray High School Tiger Girls'
and Boys' Basketball teams will
play Fulton County here at 6 p.m.

NEW VCR
IN YOUR

HOME?

If your family clot a new VCR
for Christmas, %vs want to giro you a

FREE
VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Call or corns by for Malls — 7534084
OVER 3.000 MOVIES

OV1ES TO 60
Cheri Theatre Lobby

Rt. 1, Box 70A, Almo; Mrs. Karen
Driver and baby boy, Box 2
Hilldale Apts., Hardin;
Mrs. Debra Dick and baby girl,
Rt. 7, Box/1826, Murray; Mrs Cindy
Odom, Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs.
Yvonna Manning, Rt. 1, Box 19,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Patricia Windrum, 1617
Sunset Blvd., Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Tucker, Rt. 1, Box 1164,
Kirksey; Billy Bruce Wilson, Rt.
2, Hazel;
Mrs. Lisa Linn, Box 34, Benton;
Mrs. Mary Fones, 509 Beale St,
Murray; Hugh Wallace, Rt. 8, Box
85, Murray; Maurice Jones, Box
45, Iiirksey;
Kelly Parks, Rt. 1, Box 658, Dexter; Mrs. Lula White, 1606
Parklane, Murray; Mrs. Maebelle
Langdon, 707 Goodman, Murray.

Monday,Jan. 11
Board of_Murray-Calloway
County.Need Line will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.
•
---Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house
---Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
---Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. in
social hall of church.
---North Calloway Elementary
School will have its skating party-4,4
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating

Monday,Jan. 11
of Murray.
---Calloway County High School
Girls' Junior Varsity and
Freshman basketball teams will
play Fulton City at home at 5 p.m.
---Calloway County Middle School
Boys' and Girls' Eighth Grade
basketball teams will play
Paducah there at 6 p.m.
---Murray High School Boys'
Junior Varsity and Freshman
basketball teams will host
Calloway High at 6 p.m.
---Bible Study will start at 7 p.m. at
New Life Christian Center, 115
South Fourth St., Murray.

Springsteen has album
NEW YORK (AP) - Although
Bruce Springsteen's latest album,
"Tunnel of Loye„" is largely a solo
effort, his E Street Band will be
traveling with the rock singer on
his just-announced tour, a record
company official says.

The 22-city "Bruce Springsteen
Tunnel of Love Express Tour,"
will begin in late February, a Col-TibTa Re-dord-s- official said,
ut
speaking on condition that her
name not be used. No further
details were available, she said.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

atheart. Inc.
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Jan. 11 to 15
have been released by Joanna
Adams, food service director for
Calloway County Schools, and
Judy Hina, food service coordinator for Murray City Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional change.
The menus are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Breakfast
Monday - Poptart; Tuesday scrambled eggs w/toast; Wednesday - Granola fruit bar; Thursday - cinnamon roll; Friday ham on biscuit. Cereal, milk and
juice are available daily.
Calloway High
Monday - corn dog or crispy
fish; Tuesday - Sloppy Joe or
fried chicken; Wednesday - chili
or sausage/pancakes; Thursday
- barbecue sandwich or lasagne;
Friday - taco or beef stew. Salad
bar, pizza, deli bar, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, fruits, vegetables,
desserts, milk and fruit drink are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - cheeseburger or
ravielo casserole; Tuesday turkey club sandwich or chili;
Wednesday - hamburger or
turkey and dressing; Thursday corn dog or crispy fish; Friday chicken filet sandwich or lasagne.
Pizza, salad bar, fruits,
vegetables, desserts, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - chili or hamburger,
Tuesday - pizza or submarine;
Wednesday. - barbecue chicken
or corn dog; Thursday - turkey
and dressing or Sloppy Joe sandwich; Friday - lasagne or turkey
club sandwich. Fruits. vegetables,

salads, desserts, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.
---MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday - chili w/cheese and
crackers or ribette sandwich;
Tuesday - fish sandwich
w/cheese wedge or Sloppy Joe
sandwich; Wednesday - hot dog
w/chili or chicken patty on bun;
Thursday - taco bar, Hoagie
sandwich or grilled cheese; Friday - B.L.T. sandwich w/cheese
wedge or corn dog. Fruits,
vegetables, pizza, French fries,
milk and fruit drink are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - burrito w/chili or
hamburger; Tuesday - Manwich
or turkey sandwich; Wednesday
- chicken and rolls or ribette
sandwich; Thursday - Salisbury
steak or ham sandwich; Friday fish sandwich w/cheese wedge.
Fruits, vegetables, pizza, French
fries, milk and fruit drink are
available daily.
Carter Center
Monday - hot dog or chicken
fried steak; Tuesday - pizza or
grilled cheese; Wednesday - taco
and salad or peanut butttr sandwich; Thursday - beef hoagie on
bun or fish sandwich w/cheese
stick; Friday - chicken nuggets
w/sauce or hamburger. Fruits,
vegetables and milk are available
daily.
Robertson Center
Monday - hamburger or hot
dog; Tuesday - pizza or egg and
sausage sandwich; Wednesday chicken and rolls; Thursday hamburger or taco salad; Friday
- pizza or chili and sandwich
Fruits, vegetables and milk are
available daily.

753-M1115
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Local and area churches announce services for Sunday
United Methodist Church. The
Various churches in Murray and "Good Advice" with scripture
Calloway County have released in- from Romans 7:18 at 10:45 a.m. Chancel Choir with Dr. Bruce
formation concerning their ser- service at First Presbyterian Chamberlain as director and Joan
vices on Sunday, Jan. 10, to the Church. Anne Lough will direct Bowker as organist will sing the
Murray Ledger & Times as the Chancel Choir with Susan anthem,"Let Heavenly Music Fill
This Place." The children's serfollows:
Chamberlain as organist.
mon on The Meaning of BapMemorial Baptist
Elm Grove Baptist
The -Rev. David Brasher, pastor, tism" will be by the Rev. Bill
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak ..at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. Fisher, associate minister.
Hazel Baptist
services at Memorial Baptist services at Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland,
Church. His morning topic will be Church. Don Smith will direct the
music with Glenda Rowlett and pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
"A Tap on the Shoulder, A Voice in
Your Ear" with scripture from
Teresa Suiter as accompanists. 6:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Acts 17:30-31. Assisting will be Jan Sharpe will sing a solo at mor- Church. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Gwyn Key as
Mason Billington, deacon of the ning hour.
organist.
Goshen Methodist
week, Tom Holderby and Bill DodSouth Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Susan Allsop, pastor,
son. Milton Greshman will direct
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
the music with Margaret Wilkins will speak at 11 a.m. service at
and Brenda Hart as accompanists. Goshen United Methodist Church. will speak about "Giving, or MisThe Sanctuary Choir will sing David Lawrence will be lay assis- giving?" with scripture from
"When We All Get to tant and Donna Parker will be in Hebrews 7:1-10 at 10:45 a.m. serHeaven/When the Roll is Called
charge of children's church. Ran- vice at South Pleasant Grove
Up Yonder at morning hour and
dall Watts will direct the music United Methodist Church. Truman
with Carolyn' Pool and Donna Whitfield will direct the music
the Memorial Chorale will sing "I
with Joan Cooper and Tommy
Need Thee Every Hour" at even- Parker as accompanists.
Gaines as accompanists. Rev.
Lake-Land Apostolic
ing hour. The ordinance of The
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, Dotson will speak at 5:30 p.m.
Lord's Supper will be observed at
will present a lesson on "The service.
the morning hour.
First Baptist
University Church
Dangers of Living In the Spiritual
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Charley Bazzell, minister, will Suburbs" in the 10 a.m.
speak about "Attitudes That Prepreaching/teaching session at speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serLake-Land Apostolic Church. In vices at First Baptist Church. His
vent Us From Being
the 6 p.m. Bible Study, Dan morning sermon will be about
Evangelistic" at 10 a.m. service
and about--"A Workman Approved—Walker will bring another lesson--,LThe- Church: -A-Fellowship-ofBy God" with scripture from II In the series on "The Model Baptized Believers" with scripTimothy 215 at 6 p.m. service at Church" from I and II Thessalo- ture from Acts 2:37-42. Assisting
University Church of Christ.
nians. Evangelistic service will
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey,
begin at 7 p.m.
Robert Hendon, Hamp W. Brooks,
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
George Gallagher, HarOld
speak about "Preparation for
Grogan, Barry Grogan, Bobby
Worship" with scripture from
Grogan, Don Overbey, Nick HorPhillippians 2:9-11 at 9 and 10:50
ton, Nick A. Horton, Jesse Horton,
a.m. services and about "How
Tony Wallace, Danny Claiborne,
A beacon
Doron Claiborne, Max Cleaver
NEW YORK (AP )
Have You Loved Us" with scripand Kennie Colson.'
ture from Malachi 1:1-5 at.6 p.m. of religion reporting - the news
Poplar Spring Baptist
service at Westside Baptist bureau of the Lutheran Council in
Church. Tommy Scott will direct the USA - closed down at the end
The Rev. Chester P. Culver,
pastor, will speak about "Lotthe music with Kathy Ligon, Patsy of 1987, quenching a keen, clear
Neale and Susie Scott as accom- light on church affairs.
teries Are A Bad Bet" at 11 a.m.
Some saw its passing, along with
panists. Charles Peeler will sing a
service and the first part of three
sermons on "The Riches of the
solo at 9 a.m. Oneida White will other tendencies in that field, as
Redeemed" at 6:30 p.m: service at
sing a solo and the Church Choir clouding channels of religious
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
will sing "Victory in Jesus" at information.
The outlets seem to "have
Terry Byerly will direct the music
10:50 service.
First Methodist
become domesticated" in
with Louise Short and Tonya Wells
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, Lutheranism, says the Rev. E.
as accompanists. Children's
pastor, will speak about "You've Theodore Bachman, of Princeton
Church will be at 11 a.m.
Got the Spirit" with scripture Junction, N.J., former Lutheran
First Presbyterian
from Genesis 1:1-5 and Acts 19:1-7 World Federation official.
The Rev. Thomas SchellTermination of the council and
ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
at 10:50 a.m. service at First
its news bureau, with roots going
back 70 years, came with
_NY WOLFF
establishment Jan. 1 of the newly
unified Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America, merging three
1-8-A
NORTH
"In baiting a mousetrap with
former denominations.
•K 7
cheese, always leave room for the
They and their several
•J 10 8 3
mouse."
predecessors had maintained the
•A 7 5 4
- Saki.
joint news bureau in New York, in+652
dependent of any one of them. As
disappeared, so did it:
they
EAST
WEST
South's deliberate baiting of to- •Q 10 5 2
"They've unplugged the life*J 9 6 4
day's trap should have been obvious W 4
support system," says Daniel Cat•6 5
to all, but there was no way to be •J 10 9
tau, 37, a tough-principled
•K Q 8 3 2
more subtle. Nevertheless, East •A Q 8 43
K9
newspaperman from Omaha,
took the bait, thus proving that a
Neb., who directed the bureau for
SOUTH
sleepy defender is no match for an
its last seven years.
•A 8 3
alert declarer.
It has been a pioneer in authen•A K Q 9 7 2
Dummy's diamond ace won and
religious journalism, committic
6
•
dummy's heart jack was cashed, reted
to impartial chronicling of
•J 10 7
vealing the expected 2-1 break. Deinformation, mirroring the
churh
clarer ruffed a diamond high and Vulnerable. Both
achievements, insights
conflicts,
led a heart to dummy's 10 to ruff an- Dealer: South
without catering to
failings,
and
other diamond. A spade was led to The bidding:
sector.
any
dummy's king for yet another diaIn "American religion there has
mond ruff, and the ace of spades South West
East
North
been no other church-sponsored
was cashed, followed by a spade 1•
2V
Pass
Pass
news source that had had the
hiffili dummy:—
Pass -Pass
Pass
4•
freedom of the news bureau or
What should East be doing while
that has used freedom more
all this is going on? He should be
Opening lead Diamond jack
responsibly," says the Rev.
thinking about his problems in clubs
BID WITH THE ACES
- surely South will get around to
that suit sometime.
1-8-E1
Unfprtunately for him, today's South holds
Hello
East was not awake. When a low
6
4
•
J
9
Stranger!
club was led from dummy, he folW65
Searching for answers to all
lowed with the nine (second hand
•K Q 8 3 2
those who/what/where questions
low) and the defense collapsed. In•K 9
about your new city?
stead of three club losers, South esAs
WELCOME
WAGON
the
overtwo,
and
caped with only
Representative. it's my job to help
North South
trick earned a huge duplicate score. 1•
you get over the hurdles of being
1#
/1111WCOMIK
When South made it obvious that 2+
By bringing you some useful
his plan was to eliminate spades and
gifts Community info. Advice
diamonds, East should have real- ANSWER: Three diamonds. The fit
reliable business in your new
ized that the danger lay with clubs. in, two suits makes this hand worth
neighborhood. And more Call
And when a low club was led from another bid.
dummy, East should have hopped
Aces P() Box
up with his king to unravel the suit, Send bridge questions to The
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self addressed
holding declarer to a normal 10 stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 1111111, United Feature Syndicate
tricks.

will be Dr. Durwood Beatty,
deacon of the week, and R.P.
Hodge. Steve Littlefield will direct
the music with Joyce Herndon and
Alene Knight as accompanists.
Gail Vinson will sing a solo and the
Adultiklioir will sing "Jesus You
Are Liord" at morning hour.
Rebecca Meacham will sing a solo
and the Women's Choir will sing
"Whispering Hope" at evening
service.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Little Tin Gods?" with
scripture from I Peter 5:1-4 at 8: 30
and 10:40 a.m. services and about
"He Taught With Authority" with
scripture from Matthew 7:28-29 at
6 p.m. service at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Assisting
will be Jerry Bolls, Jerry Ainley,,
Kevin Garner, Bill Looney, Bill
Gargus, Lorin Watson, Bob
Hargrove, -Allen McKeel, Max
Farley, Bill Nix,- Marty Scarbrough, Kenneth Cleaver, Lonnie
Furr, Johnny Bohannon, Max
Walker, Jerry Fulton, Jim
Vaughan, Ray Karraker and Eddie Rogers.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Joe Pat Winchester,
missionary to Guyana, will speak
at 11 a.m. service in observance of
"Witness Commitment Day" at

Religious news bureau
closed down by Lutherans

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' ;II

roi

Warehouse Textiles will
Close Permanently
fL

January 10th
Location:
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
(2 Doors from J.C. Penney)

Everything will be at least

50% off
Open: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Last Day Open Will Be
Saturday, January 9th

Richard J. Neuhous, a New York
Lutheran scholar.
He says its demise raises the
question of survival of such "free
circulation of information and
viewpoints in American
Lutheranism." He says unfettered
church sources of news and comment are drying up.
In various church circles,
sporadic signs have surfaced lately of efforts to regulate information to the public.
Baptist Press, long a model of
full, open church news, has come
under mounting pressures from
the now-dominant fundamentalist
leadership of Southern Baptists to
tone dowai controversy.
In the squeeze, a Georgia Baptist editor, Jack Harwell, was
ousted.
Steps also were being taken to
add bishops to an annually convened advisory committee to the National Catholic News Service. It
has upheld open journalistic standards. But some bishops reportedly objected to some stories.
The National Council of Churches, whose policy calls for "open
meetings," last fall co-sponsored
a workshop on AIDS with the
Toronto School of Theology that
was closed to the press.
Observed Richard Ostling,
religion writer for Time,"What is
the rationale for Protestants
discussing a major world crisis in
secret? Sounds like a Vatican
Synod."
The Rev. Martin Bailey, in the
council's communication office,
says the "aelicate nature" of the
topic required special handling,
and that the United Church of
Canada had made the
arrangements.

Th

calk luiR
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Aim Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

West Fork Baptist Church. The
Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor, will
speak at 6 p.m. service. Alvin
lisrey, music director, and Beverly Carter will sing "Share His
Love" at 11 a.m. service. The
Children's Choir will sing at 6 p.m.
service. Janet Arnold and Mark
Winchester will be accompanists.
Jack Norsworthy will serve as
deacon of the week.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about "The Cracked Foundation" with scripture frolii
Genesis 37:23-27 at 10:45 a.m. _service at First Christian Church.
The Yolith Club Choir will sing
"Into My Heart" and "Love Each
Other." The Chancel Choir Will
sing the anthem, "There's A
Wideness in God's Mercy" with
Margaret Boone as director.
Assisting will be Faye Austin, Car=
rie Griffiths, Emma Shaw, Marie
Forrester, Krista Crass, Clegg
Austin Doug VanderMolen, Helen
Campbell, Ruth Daughaday, Judy
Eldredge, Raylene Gagel, Vicky
Holton. Ann McKeel and David
Poynor.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and at8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at
St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
Tillman, S.J., is pastor. Assisting
will be C. Fuhrmann, C. Paradise,
MAry Gertzen, Joe Fuhrmann, T.
Montgomery, R.. Vogt, C. Lamert,
A. Whitaker; Tom,. Northrop,
Carmen D'Angelo, Milous Ford,
V. Fromm, L. Fromm, M. Simmons, J. Schwartz, Kelly Glen,

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy
CAPSULE
SUMMARY
by
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
4••••la

Aging Process Slowed
With Regular Exercise
To slow the process of aging, the
prescription is to exercise regularly
and stay in shape from youth, through
middle age and into the senior years.
That's the conclusion reached by Dr.
Michael Pollock. director of the
University of Florida's Center of Exercise Science. Dr. Pollock studied the
, health status of 25 runners and competitive walkers whose average age
was 62. He found that those who train-ed regularly were able to maintain
their aerobic fitness and were less
susceptible to heart disease. The study
participants have been observed since
the early 1970s. According to Dr
Pollock, it is not only safe to continue
exercising as you age, it's also
beneficial.

Hwy. 641 S.

753-7688

HAPPY NEW YE'AR'
•NEW Office
•NEW Diagnostic
Services
•NEW Convenient
Parking

Dr. Dan M. M-iller
312 So. 8th Street (Corner of 8th & Vine)
Call 753-2395 for an Appointment
BO6kRD CERTIFIED IN INTERNAL MEDICINE

TUCK'S

PANELING Hwy. 451 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
(100 PATTE:(kl,)

9011587-3000

7.30-530 MON

FRI
SAT 7 30 3 00

COMMODES
COUNTER TOPS
DOORS &
DOOR U Nrrs

Tub/Shower
$ 25 2-2

EXTERIOR SIDING
TAL'( ITS
1-Hil.RGLASS
BATH TUBS
KITCHEN C1BINETi

DOOR KNOBS

PANPING
PARTICLE SOAR D
PLYWOOD
SINKS
TUB KITS

VANITIES
,
vir•Pt L FLOOR

r

COVERINGS
WAFER BOARD

AVEC)
"--GLASS
01 CELOTEX
DOORS
••
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By James H. Cain

II

The Devil's Beatitudes:
1. Blessed are they who are too tired and busy to go to church
on Sunday, for they are my best workers.
2. Blessed are they who are bored with the minister's mannerisms and mistakes, for they get nothing out of the sermon.
3. Blessed are they who gossip, for they cause strife and division which pleases me.
4. Blessed is the church member who expects to be invited to
his own church, for he is an important member to me.
5. Blessed are they who are easily offended, for they soon get
angry and quit.
0. Blessed are they who do not give of their tithes and offerings to carry on God's work and missions, for they are my
helpers.
7. Blessed are they who are trouble makers, for they shall be
called my children.

Eldon Heathcott, Frank Fazi, Ron
Baker, J. and M. Clark and D. and
T. Burke.
St. John Church
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m
services at St. John Missionar,
Baptist Church.

Linda Ihmeati. Nlatiag,f,r

TRANSOUTH
Were proud tolend to you.
A
131X) Johnson lionlvvard
Murray, Ken tikl:y •(5)2)7*4941

_

•••••
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LBL announces deer hunt results
10-point buck. The largest deer
The 1987 deer hunt results are in
taken in all of LBL was a 221-pound
for Land Between The Lakes
(LBL), and Wildlife Management 8-point buck harvested with a bow
Supervisor Dennis Sharp likes what by John Harrison of Dandridge,
he sees. Sharp's preseason Tennessee.
estimate for the total number of
In 1988, hunters may apply for
deer to be harvested was 2,450
animals, and the final tally came to the LBL quota hunts even if they
received a 1987 permit, All hunters
2,390.
who applied for the Kentucky quota
The Tennessee portion of LBL
hunt in 1987 received a permit. Onyielded 1,252 deer, and 1,137 were
taken in Kentucky. Hunter success ly a few hunters were rejected in
Tennessee. LBL will retain the
rates for the quota hunts were
about the same in both States at assured permit system to
guarantee a permit for hunters rejust under 21 percent.
Shane Wallace of Arlington, Ken- jected three years in a row.
tucky, took the largest deer in the( Explaining the policy change,
Sharp says, "LBL is no longer the
Kentucky nortion, a 187-pound

principal place to hunt deer in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
The wildlife management agencies
in both Kentucky and Tennessee
have done an excellent job of
establishing and protecting the
deer herd statewide, and many
hunters are choosing to stay closer
to home."
While LBL may not be the only
place to hunt deer, it is one of the
fcw areas where sportsmen can
also hunt turkeys(bow only ) in the
fall. Seventeen hunters took advantage of the LBL turkey flock to bag
turkeys during the nonquota bow
zpason.

Wildlife biologists at LBL are
pleased with the 1987 hunts and the
overall health of the herd. "Our
deer population is about where we
want it in terms of quality and
quantity," says Sharp. "Our oneand-a-half-year-old buck weights
are up considerably over late 1970's
figures, and the habitat is in good
shape to support the number of
deer," he said.
For more information on the LBL
deer hunts, write the Wildlife
Management Unit, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, or call (502) 924-5602, Extension 213.

Tyring to fish in Hawaiian tourney
KILLS BUCK — Mike Caldwell of 1903 Gatesborough shows the 8 pt.
buck he killed while bow hunting in Henry County, Tenn.

Andy Tyring, of Benton, Kentucky, has qualified to compete in
Operation Bass' Red Man Tournament of Champions to be held on
the Wahiawa Reservoir on Oahu,
Hawaii, January 20-21, 1988.
Tyring is one of 20 anglers (tilie
from each Red Man Division) in
the nation to qualify for the unique
first-year tournament that marks
the first time a national bass
fishing event has been held outside
of the continental United States.

Tyring qualified for the Red Man
Tournament of Champions in the
LBL Division of the Red Man Tournament Trail. After six qualifying
events, Tyring amassed 212 points
to earn a berth in the all-expensepaid, exotic, week-long trip for two.
The tournament winner will be
determined by the highest accumulated weight for the two days
of fishing. First place in the event
features a fully-rigged Ranger bass
boat Dowered by an Evinrude

XP-156. The rig also includes GNB
batteries, Humminbird depth
sounders, and an Evinrude 12/24
electric trolling motor, all valued at
$20,000. A total purse of $40,000 will
be awarded to competitors.
The 20 contestants in the Red
Man Tournament of Champions
will fish from identically rigged
Ranger boats powered by 70
horsepower Evinrude and Johnson
outboards. Like all Operation Bass
events, the tournament will be

Vegetation replanted
Editor's note — They're returning the original vegetation to a big
chunk of the Rio Grande Valley
and hoping that it will lure back
the birds and other wildlife that
left as the land was cleared for farming. The wildlife, in turn, is expected to lure bird watchers and
hunters with money to spend in. a
region where the economy is
suffering.
ALAMO, Texas (AP — Along
the final 200-mile stretch of the Rio
Grande, conservationists have a
goal that would shock the people
who in the last century began
clearing thick brush for farms and
.10e Orr of Hazel shows the 7-point deer he killed in Calloway County. towns.
The animal, shot on opening day of the season, weighed 138 pounds.
Piece-by-piece, tracts of former

aaaaaaaaaa
Clear Coat
Bass Boat Was
1-44:411
Cleaner

10

10

Dock
Hand Cleaner
Large Large
Sponges

10

Crappie fishermen have been
braving the cold weather trying to
fill their coolers with big slabs.
With the aid of a propane gas
heater it hasn't been too uncomfortable. As long as the fingers and
toes can stay warm fishing is good!
Actually a lot of good Crappie are
being caught on the days previous
to a cold front, remember we talked about this before, and again on
days after the front has passed and
the barometer has stabilized.

Jigs and minnows,some with color celector some without, worked
along drops and over sunken
brushpiles will take the best of the
crop. Winter Crappie fishing can be
tough unless you carefully pick
laaa' your days to fish. Once you hit a

Seat
Dressing

7,99,,t.
15,99,1.
6,990.1.

Dealt"

6gly

U•r,444

Holton
Distributors
ICK)

13•1 SWIM • Murray KY
(5021 753-4012

Jar 10/.411,
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Gift of Earrings Has Become
Chain Around Woman's Neck

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

mother.
On the evening of our engagement, Mums presented me with a
to pair of her earrings, saying I could
Avvta-tyviivvii-lavvvvie-vvvvicia-t-*.vvvia-iiMe saViaaVtaaaa-VITh-VVICI-VVVVVVVViiiilai'Vi.-1-%!
4 keep them as long as her son and I
stayed together. Then she added,
"And
if you should die, I want them
alaaaaaaaalriasaVialalriaala
aalialaalaaariala a Vialtalaaa-47
to. go to 'Lenore' — my eldest niece."
I didn't feel too good about the
strings she attached to her gift, but
I accepted them because I assumed
they were family heirlooms to be
kept in the family. (I later learned
—Car & Truck Bumpers & Body Partsthe earrings were given to her by a
wealthy beau who later jilted her.)
-Your Truck Customizing Headquarters—
Last evening I was wearing them
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 8-12 and Mums said, "If you ever lose
Sup*, Products,
Sups, Doals1
The
McClure's
Hwy, 94 East (1 mile East of Murray)
one, just have the remaining one
duplicated, hut please don't tell me
(502) 753-0101
because I wouldn't want to know
/2 Me. on Hwy. 94E., Morro , Ky. 753-6116
how careless you were with 'my'
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E..E.E.
earrings." After that remark, I was tempted
alialaVialialialialsalaaVialaaaaalsaaaaaVm to take them off and give them back
For All Your
to her, but I didn't want to make a
scene.
Abby, is there some tactful way to
really don't. feel as
return
to
to though them?•
they are mine.
TROUBLE IN TORONTO
to
DEAR TROUBLE:There is no
to
Pau4 Zawatta9,74$
•Deer Mount Specialist
"tactful" way to give them
back. Keep them as your own
*Authorized
Evinrude
vorIntim
•Old Mount Restoration 1•40.0*
Nobel "peace prize" for keeping
Sales & Service
peace in the family.
to
PH.
901-642-9222
Coles Campground Road
-

aaaa

Something Fun
For Everyone!

Jr. Morris Automotive

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1

Taxidermy Needs

en

Wallace's Taxidermy

en

en

Murray

753-091

aViaViaaViaaVisaaalaaaalaliaallialsaallial!

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who
is involved in a psychologically
aalaaalaaaaaaaaaaaalalaalaaThaaaaar abusive relationship. She is relucrialaaaaaaalsa-VViiaaa-Visalaaaaaaalia-Vialir
tant to admit that she is being
to
abused — instehd she rationalizes
to Advanced Technology For Today's
and makes excuses for her lover's
of/ IL• /Id)
to
Advanced Automobiles
behavior. ("He has migraines,
to
family stress, business problems,
to We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout.
unresolved conflicts and a trauto
Tuna-Up, Computer Ignition, Carburetor IL
matic childhood." You name it.) She
Ilk
— We Install Automotive Glass —
Fuel InlectIons Service
also blames his abusive behavior on
herself — saying she provoked it,
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
doesn't give him enough attention
and is not responsive enough to his
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
needs. At rthe same time she is
512
S.
12th
to
to
753-4563
Estb. 1936
314 S. 12th
733-1730
frightened of the consequences of
10
tirvt-ib-viavima-vwwwv% a vvvvvvvvvvvls' asking him to move out (the apart
laaa aalaaaaaaaaalaa a "taaaaaaaaaa

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"

en
en

en

Van Buren

E.E.E.E.

Pittman Wheel
DEAR ABBY: I have been marAlignment
toto redjor
eight months to an absowonderful man. We love each
111-es, Wheels &A-ccesiditiei toto lutely
other very much, and our marriage
be perfect, except for one fly
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires en inwould
the ointment: "Mums" — his

en

By Abigail

Al.,Pornperyng

Sr—
6.99qt.

•ks

WRINKLE, INC

IsaalaaaaaVisaaalaaalialaaaaaVisalaaalia-M

to

good school however, all the bad
things disappear and you see the
fattest, thickest biggest Crappie of
your life. I hope the weather settles
a bit and we can get a few weeks
of real Crappie fishing Kentucky
style.
Sauger Anglers are watching the
lake and river stages closely so
they will be there when a run gets
started, right now it's still a hit or
miss situation.
A few Smallmouth and
largemouth are being taken on jigs
with pork and jigs with Spinners
over deep ledges and points. Not a
lot of intrest in this area but it
should be!
We have some of the best the lake
has to offer.
Happy Fishing

lsliv
A sparkling A.4 wrInkle In ear c•re t

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

to

by jerry maupin

Marine Products

to

aaaa-V%-"Viaalaaalsaalaa-Viaaalaaaaaaaa

Fishing line

farm land are being replanted
with the very native vegetation
that made life difficult for the Rio
Grande Valley's early settlers.
Returning the primeval
greenery to some of that land is
touted now as a me.ns of bringing
dollars into a rep al economy
that has suffered m ch over the
past decade.
Central to the ambitious plan is
the Lower Rio Grande Valley National Wildlife Refuge for which
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
107,500 re-vegetated acres.
The agency has acquired about
21,000 acres in scattered tracts
along the river since the project
began seven years ago.

lallaaala,aaalaaa

catch and release. Operation Bass
maintains a 97q live/release ratio
in 126 national fishing events.
Operation Bass sponsors are:
Red Man Chewing tobacco, Ranger
Boats, Chevrolet trucks, DuPont
Stren line, Evinrude and Johnson
outboards and electrics, GNB batteries, Ryobi reels, Pennzoil outboard lubricant, Techsonic (Hamminbird electronics), Browning
rods, Igloo coolers, Armour Vienna sausage, Sears oic41 Poe's lures.

D & W Auto Supply

en

ment is hers) because they work for
the same company and he could
make it very ugly and embarrassing for her. To top it off, he has
insisted that their living together be
kept a secret.
This is all subtle mental abuse —
controlling, insidious and sabotaging — never loud or violent. There
are no broken bones or disturbances
of the peace one can point to. I care
deeply for this woman, and it's
sickening to observe the situation.
What can I do to help her?
ANGUISHED IN MENLO PARK
DEAR ANGUISHED: Even
though your assessment of your
friend's situation may be accurate, there is no way you can
"help" her — unless she asks for
help, or at least confides that
she feels abused. Should that
time come,it would be appropriate for you to urge her to get
into therapy in order to learn
why she not only accepts this
kind of punishment, but thinks
she deserves it.
DEAR ABBY: Our children are
and on their own now, but
my husband refuses to go to a
restaurant for a holiday dinner
because we'd have no leftovers.
Wouldn't it be nice if a restaurant
would offer a nice dinner plus
leftovers? Of course they would
charge a little more, but Pm sure a
lot of people would think it was
worth it to take home some "fresh"
leftover ham or turkey or whatever.
I know that doggie bags are
available to carry home the leftov
era from one's own dinner, but fresh
leftovers could make another lunch
or dinner the next day.
What do you think of this idea,
Abby? It wouldn't be any more
trouble for the restaurant — and it
could be profitable.
HUNGRY FOR LEFTOVERS
IN ELMIRA, N.Y.
•
DEAR HUNGRY:I think it's a
great idea.(I'm reminded of this
old saying: "The person who
says it can't be done is usually
interrupted by someone who is
doing it.")
all grown
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Racer Illustrated
GO
RACERS
GAME NOTES
Murray State Racers (5-6)
vs. Tennessee State Tigers (4-5, 0-2 OVC)
Saturday, January 9, 1988, 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena (5,550)
Murray, Kentucky
GAME 12 '

502-738-241100

Air Time: 7:10 p.m.
Jan. 9th: Murray State vs
Tennessee State
Al Time: 7:10 p.m.
Jan. 12th: Murray State vs
Western Kentucky

THUS FAR: MURRAY STATE enters Ohio Valley Conference
play with a 5-6 record. The Racers' most recent outing was a 76-70
overtime loss at Memphis State Tuesday night.
TENNESSEE STATE carried a 4-5 overall record into the John
McClendon Tournament Wednesday and Thursday in Chicago. The
Tigers already have played a pair of OVC games, losing to
Youngstown State and Eastern Kentucky.
THE COACHES: STEVE NEWTON is 35-33 in his third year as
head coach at Murray State. A 1963 graduate of Indiana State
University, he is in his tenth season on the MSU staff, having come
to the Racers as an associate coach under Ron Grecne in 1978. He
has no record against TSU.
LARRY REID is 33-31 in his third season as head coach at Tennessee State. He assumed control of the team in 1985 after former
coach Ed Martin resigned in December of that year. Tonight's
game marks the first time a Reid-coached team plays the Racers.
THE SERIES: Begun with a 65-58 Murray State win on Nov. 29,
1983, the Racers have forged a 3-1 advantage in the series, including
a 2-0 mark at home. Total scoring in the series is MSU 268, TSU
241, for an averge game going to the Racers by a 67-60 score. An
average home game for the Racers against the Tigers is a 65-57
win. Here are the dates and scores of the four games played bet-

'82 Buick Perk Avow* P.S., P B , Air
tilt & cruise, AM/FM, stereo tape, electric windows & doors, 6-way power
seat Sheryl Low Miloagol

ween the two schools:
Nov. 29, 1983-MSU 65, TSU 58 (in Murray). ..7 point MSU win
Feb. 13, 1984-TSU 69, MSU 52 (in Nashville )17 point MSU loss
Dec. 8, 1984-MSU 75,,'TSU 58 (in NashvWe).17 point MSU win
Dec. 20, 1984-MSU 76, TSU 56 (in Murray) .20 point MSU win
THE OFFICIALS: Jerry Petro, Ken Cox, and Gary Marcum.
HEAD TO HEAD: Tonight's game is an oddity in that two of the
nation's top five scorer's will be going head to head on the court.
Murray State's JEFF MARTIN enters the game with a 28.0 scoring average, ranking him,fifth in the nation in NCAA Division I,
while Tennessee State's ANTHONY MASON is ranked third with
an average of 28.6. The top five scorers in the nation are:
37.8
1. Hersey Hawkins, Bradley
29.2
2. Daren Queenan, Lehigh ,
28.6
3. Anthony Mason, Tennessee St.
28.3
4. Dean Borges, Wagner
28.0 "
5. Jeff Martin, Murray State
This match-up is the first time since the era of Austin Peay's
Fly Williams and Murray State's Mike Coleman were two of the
nation's top scorer meeting in the Racer Arena floor.

ON THIS DATE: Murray State is 6-7 when playing basketball
on this date, including a 5-3 home record. Against Ohio Valley Conference opponents, the Racers are 4-7 on this date, with a 3-3 home
record. M.SU's last outing on this date was in 1985, when they traveled to Clarksville and defeated Austin Peay 86-69. In that game,the
Racers missed only two of 21 second-half shots (.905 ) to roll to a
school record .725 shooting percentage for the game.

Announcing

Kay Auto
Parts
Now, Damago-Froo
Car Carrlor (Demonstratod by
"Motor Boat" Spann)
We also hew a 24-hr.
Towing Service
Hwy. 121 S.

753-5500

Of

STREAKING MARTIN: Junior forward Jeff Martin has been
putting together a very impressive streak. He has scored in double figures in the past 41 games, while he has scored 20 points or
better in the past 12 games. His rebounding average of 6.9 per game
this season has surpassed his average of 5.6 last season. The junior
also has a string of 12 consecutive free throws, which is two short
of the halfway point to the MSU record of 28, set by Don Duncan
.
during the 1966-67 season. Here is how Martin stands in the MSL
career rankings for several categories:
Field Goal Percentage
592
1. Mike Lahm (1983-85)
567
2. Ricky Hood (1981-83)
565
3. Marcelous Starks (1971-74Y
' 557
4. Vada Martin (1981-85)
548
5. Bill Mancini (1969-72r
540
6. Danny Jarrett (1976-78)
533
7. Jeff Hughes (1973-76
528
8. Allen Mann (1978-80).
521
9. Jeff Martin (1985-present)
519
10. Kenney Hammonds (1978-82)
Blocked Shots
81
1. Jeff Martin (1985-present)
2. Danny Jarrett (1976-78) and
69
Mike Lalun (1983-85)
49
4. Glen Green (1979-83)
44
5. Ricky Hood (1981-83)
39
J.
6. Gary Hooker (1979-80)
30
7. Allen Mann (1978-80)
23
8. Zedric Macklin (1984-86)
9. Sammy Curran (1981-83) and
19
Donnell Wilson (S76-78)
Field Goals Scored
714
"
1. Lamont Sleets (1979-84)
675
2. Jesse Williams (1972-76)
644
3. Howie Crittenden (1952-56)
620
4. Claude Virden (1967-70)
•r
619
5. Garrett Beshear (1949-53)
614
6. Grover Woolard (1973-77)
76- 06
r.-Fierb McPherson (1964-67) 603
8. Glen Green ( 1979-83)
562
9. Les Taylor (1970-73)
533
10. Stewart Johnson (1963-66)
474
11. Jeff Martin (1985-present)
Points Per Game
21.12
1. Mike Muff (1976-78)
21.10
2. Les Taylor (1970-73)
21.0
3. Claude Virden ( 1967-70)
40.8
4. Mike Coleman (1970-72)
19.4
5. Howie Crittenden (1952-56)
19.3
6. Jim Jennings (1961-64)
18.3
7. Jeff Martin (1985-present)
18.0
8. Herb McPherson (1964-67)
17.1
9. Lamont Sleets (1978-84)
16.8
n (1963-66)
10. Stewart Joh
Steals
196
1. Brian Stewart (1980-841
191
(1979-84)
2. Lamont Sle
141
3. Glen Gree (1979-83)
105
4. Chuck G1 ss ( 1984-86)
81
mmonds (1978-82)
5. Kenn
76
6. JohrVandall (1976-79)
64
7. Rick Hood (1981-83)
63
8. Jeff Martin (1985-present)
9. Walt Davis ( 1979-83) and
56
G-ary Hooker 11979-801
Free Throws Scored
731
1. Howie Crittenden (1952-56)
447
2. Garrett Beshear (1949-53)
431
3. Lamont Sleets (1979-84 )
353
4. Les Taylor (197043)
334
5. Glen Green (1979-83)
322
6. Jim Jennings (1961-64)
,
309
7. John Namciu (1962-65)
306
S. Bennie Purcell (1948-52)
301
9. Herb McPherson t 1964-67)
267
10. Jeff Martin (1985-present
NOTE: Martin needs 129 more points to break into the MSU
career scoring top ten. He currently has 1,241 points and must
reach 1,370 to match Grover Woolard's tenth-place total.

MR. J'S & LADY J'S RACER
GETAWAY TRIVIA CONTEST:
Each ovc home game this season will feature the Mr. J's and
Lady J's Pracer Getaway Trivia Contest, with the winners receiving four days and three nights accommodations at one of ten
fabulous vacation areas. To enter, simply write the answer to
the trivia question in "Racer Illustrated- each Friday before an
OVC weekend on a 3x5 card and deposit in the box in Racer
Arena prior to tip-off of the game. The winner will be announced
at halftime and presented his or her prize, courtesy of Mr J's
and .Lady J's of Murray and Mayfield

LOW
PRICES
Every Day

This week's question is:
Everybody Says ItWe Stand By It!

"Who holds the MSU record for
steals in a career?"

Meet
Bill
Rayburn
of the
Home
Team

See Bill For All
Your Real Estate •
Needs.

KOPF:,ER D
753-1222
Good Luck
Racers!
Jones
Goodyear
Your Full-Service Store
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to 12
Sat.
721 S. 12th
753-5095
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Se.tifixod spvciali%t•
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Hv.y. 641 'North

'84 Mustang LX, 2-dr hatchback
one-owner. V-6, power, air, stereo
4.XXX certified miles Catch thic
one before it's gone
Certified Miles - Owner History
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Thornton Tile
& Marble
612 South 9th St
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753 5719

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
8:00 to 4:30
Mon. thru Fri.

Open

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Speedway
Auto Sales

Tune into Channel 34
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U.K. basketball show

'CATS

*2.

COX •Is COMBS"

Corner of 4th 1 Poplar
Lowest Prices In Town
1
i ragaraillelL11,
'rilistg

Fri. 5 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m
new show every week
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coaches. players & fans

A

Wood Stoves
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America's
House
Warmer.

Murray
Electric
System
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Speedway
Auto Sales
ornor of 12th & Poplar
Lowest PrIcris In Town
Sales Manager - Sammy Bradshaw

Sub Shops
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Bel Air Center 753-5005
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Prolific scorers to square off

'Super
food'
Restaurant owner'
hopes 'gator aid'
gives Bears bite
By The Associated Press
CHICAGO — A restaurant
owner who wants to put some bite
back into the Chicago Bears is
planning to feed them alligator
meat before Sunday's playoff
game against the Washington
Redskins.
"I think alligator meat is to the
_Bears as spinich is to Popeye. It's
'super food,'
-Steve Locke said
Thursday night.
"You are what
iyou eat." said
Locke. 27, owner
ofthe
.Smokehouse Ex.-press Restaurant
Dia*
in northwest
suburban Crystal Lake. "This
should make them mean and nasty
like an alligator."
- *Locke plans to serve Coach
Mike Ditka and the Bears his appetizer, "Redskins (potatoes )
Stuffed with Alligator" during
their stay at the McCormick Inn,
near Soldier Field, on Saturday
evening.
At the same time, the
Washington team will be served
his "Redskins Stiffed with Alfalfa
Sprouts" while they are staying at
the Marriott Hotel in west suburban Oak Brook.
"Alfalfa sprouts is wimp food.
That's what Ditka said in his soup
commercial on TV," said Locker
in explaining the Washington
treat.
Two years ago, Locke served
the Bears gator meat before the
NFC championship game with the
Los Angeles Rams. The Rams got
quiche from Locke.
Not only did the Bears beat the
Rams but they went on to win the
Super Bowl.

EVER1 SAT. and

Racers prepare for Tigers,
Ohio Valley's 'real season'
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
With a tough road trip behind
them and a battle of two of the
country's top five scorers
awaiting, the Murray State
Racers are preparing for their
1987-88 Ohio Valley Conference
schedule.
Following a 96-60 thrashing of
Bethel College and a 76-70 overtime loss at Memphis State, Murray State head coach Steve
Newton believes his team is ready
for conference play.
"Of course, we were disappointed that we didn't come away
with a 'W', but I think it speaks
well of our program to be able to
compete with a Top 25 team like
Memphis State," Newton said.
"We would have like have been going in with a win, but we feel that
we did get something positive at
Memphis State and we have some
momentum going into the
conference."
'\ The Racers, 5-5, step into OVC
action Saturday, hosting Tennessee State at 7:30 p.m. The Lady
Racers will open the doubleheader at 5 p.m.
The game is the first of a fourgame homestand which also
Murray State forward Jeff Martin leads the Racers into Saturday
features rival Western Kentucky
OVC opener against Tennessee State. The Tigers feature one of
the nation's top scorers in Anthony Mason.
Staff photo by Clay Walker and OVC foes Eastern Kentucky

2•65

By The 4ssociated Press
Thursday night against UC-Santa
Jerry Tarkanian rolled craps Barbara.
with the game on the line.
Tarkanian gambled on a play
Like the high-rollers who fredesigned for his leading scorer,
quent the town he galls _borne. Jarvis Basnight.liad_ it.worked.__
Tarkanian took the ivories to UNLV would force an overtime,
hand, so to speak, with 13th- an extra five minutes to dispatch
ranked Nevada-Llia-veiat. Thra-iipttart from California.
fighting for its basketball 'life
What Basnight got was a hurried
15-footer that fell short as time expired and UC-Santa Barbara had a
SUN. 'TM NOON
62-60 upset of the Runnin' Rebels.
"We ran the wrong play on the
court," Tarkanian said. "We were
supposed to get the ball to Jarvis
down low and that is not what we
14 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy.
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did."
,The last play was typical of how
things went for a UNLV team that
was 11-0 and riding a 21-game winning streak in the 15acifis Coast
Athletic Association. The Rebels
shotshot a miserable 35 percent from
the field and-only 30 percent in thesecond half. The chief offender
was high-scoring Gerald Paddio,
who missed 12 of 13 attempts during a six-point evening.
"I honestly thought coming in
that we had a chance to win," said
Santa Barbara Coach Jerry
Pimm, who'd be a rich man today

had he offered that opinion around
before the game.
Although Brian Johnson hit two
3-point crucial baskets in the late
going, it was Santa Barbara's
steady inside game that produced
49 percent shooting and enough
points to offset a miserable night
at the free-throw line — 11 misses
in 19 attempts, including four
bonus front-ends in the last two
minutes.
"The thing that really bothers
me is that I really don't think we
defended when we were behind,"
Tarkanian said.

Salesman
NICK RYAN

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND — Bernie Kosar's
worst performance of the season
came against the Indianapolis
Colts, and he's determined to
avoid a repeat on Saturday.
"I don't know if embarrassed is
a good word," the Cleveland
Browns'quarterback said, "but I
was definitely disappointed at the
outcome. We're capable of
better."
Both Kosar and Coach Marty
Schottenheimer have been careful
to spread the blame around for the
Browns' poor showing in a 9-7 loss

on Dec. 6 to the Colts, who visit
Cleveland on Saturday for an AFC
divisional playoff game.
"We really hurt ourselves with
mental mistakes," Kosar said of
that first game. "They had Lit
defensed and they scouted us well.
I think it's important for us to
learn and adjust and get better the
second time aroune "
Kosar completed 16 of 35 passes
for 178 yards in the Dec. 6 game. It
was the only game this season that
he completed fewer than 50 percent of his passes.
"I didn't think Bernie played
that poorly against the Colts,"

DARK FIRED
TOBACCO PRODUCERS
Do you know what you are paying
to sell your tobacco?
Why pay high selling charges?

FARRIS LOOSE
LEAF FLOOR

c-741-Idarbri
$600

Murray, KY

Industrial Road

$3

9 per

CASH BACK OFFER
IS EXTENDED TO

February 3, 1988

hundred pounds
self-service sales

FARRIS LOOSE
LEAF FLOOR

null like Ford's Thunderbird...the way it looks...its
smooth shape that's so aero-dynamically efficient...the
way It behaves on the road...in fact, you'll like everything
about it. Come in and drive one today We have a good
selection from which to choose.

Located on Industrial Rd. at the

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's
Oldest Volume Dealer

FARRIS GRAIN
ELEVATOR

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
izE..a
guirm
011sa
IlliscErms

Murray, KY

Murray, K y 42071

Phone: 753-3462

Schottenheimer said. "If you just
look at the numbers, he didn't
complete 50 percent or whatever.
But we had the opportunity to
catch a couple of balls we didn't
catch. We had a couple of other
plays la missed field goal and a
goal-line fumble ) where if we
make them, the outcome of the
game would be different. And if
the outcome is different, people
would say, 'See, he played all
right.' That's the nature of our
business."
Indianapolis Coach Ron Meyer
says it was not simply a strong
defense that limited the Browns to
seven points.
"I think we did play very well
defensively," Meyer said. "But I
think we were somewhat lucky.
We probably got a little help from
Bernie. He had a couple of passes
where the receiver was there and
the pass just wasn't there. Even

Our new Medicare
Supplement is
among the best...
good coverage,
good price, and
good neighbor
claim service.

Rocky Marciano retired as
heavyweight champion in 1955
with 49 victories and no losses. Only six men were able to go the
distance with him, the rest were
knocked out.

the greatest can have a little bit of
an off day, and I think maybe Bernie was saddled with that."
The Colts, who held opponents to
fewer points than any other team
In the NFL this season, virtually
shut down Cleveland last month by
using a five-man defensive front
with six defensive backs to
counter the pass-oriented offense
of Browns offensive coordinator
Lindy Infante. Linebackers Johnie
Cooks and Duane Bickett usually
played the outside spots on the line
in that "5-0" defense.
"We had some problems with
it," Kosar said. "They mixed up
the three-, four- and five-man rush
and got our guys covered. They
play a certain man-to-man
coverage that appears to be a
zone, but it's a type of man
coverage underneath. They really
understand the principle of that
defense."
Kosar has spent every night this
week studying videotapes of that
system.

Cell:
Donald E. Henry
Bldg 104 N 4Th
Office
753-9935
Home
753-1540
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In other Top Twenty games, No.
10 Purdue held off Ohio State 84-77,
Na. 17 Iowa State beat Grarnbling
99-81 and No. la Illinois needed an -overtime for a 65-61 victory over
Minnesota, which Iiist-15-1711
straight Big Ten game.
_

Kosar determined to avoid repeat performance against Colts
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Tarkanian gamble backfires in 62-60 upset of Runnin' Rebels

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

UMW'
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and Morehead State.
Tennessee State is in its first
year as an OVC member.
The Tigers, 6-5, lost only three
lettermen from last year's 15-12
team under third-year coach
Larry Reid and feature senior Anthony Mason.
Mason was averaging 28.6 points
prior to Thursday night's 90-80 win
over Northern Illinois in the championship game of the McLendon
ClasSiC,
"It'll be a great battle between
Mason and Jeff Martin in terms of
offensive output," Newton said.
"They're a very explosive team
offensively with Mason."
Martin, MSU's All-OVC forward
is averaging 28 points and 6.9 rebounds a game.
Mason and Martin set up a battle between the nation's No. 3 and
No. 5 scorers.
"I have never seen him play.
I'm rust finding out about him
now," Martin said. "I know he's a
good scorer and I'm looking forward to playing him.
"I just want to play to win.
That's all that really matters."

The Racers will also be looking
for improved play from guard Don
Mann. The 5-9 junior is averaging
13.3 points and 2.8 rebounds in his
four previous games. He has also
dished out 19 assists since rejoining his team after a seven-game
suspension.
"I think he's flirting with being
back to Don Mann," Newton said.
"It just takes a few games and I
don't think it's quite there yet.
"But he did a great job of handling the ball against a Memphis
State press for 45 minutes."
The Racers will be without
substitute guard Lorenzo Doyle,
however._Doyle. A6-3 junior, was
released from the team Thursday
for disciplinary reasons. Doyle
had just been back from a sevengame suspension along with Mann
and forward Linzie Foster since
Dec. 18, 1987. He logged only five
minutes playing time, recording
two rebounds and an assist.
Following Martin and Mann in
scoring is senior center Carl Sias.
Sias is averaging 9.2 points and 5.6
rebounds a game.
Sophomore forward Chris
Ogden continues to lead the
Racers with 7.6 rebounds-a game,
while averaging seven points.
Although the Racers have faced
(Cont'd on page 9)

College basketball

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

7

Tip-off for Saturday's Lady
Racer game is 5.p.m. The Racers
are slated to play at 7:30.
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Racers prepare for Tigers...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Tennessee State in non-conference
action in year's past with a great
deal of success, Newton believes
the Tigers cannot be taken lightly
in the solid OVC.
"Tennessee State has had a
quality program in years past," he
said. "They have had a great deal
of success in football and certainly

SCOREBOARD

The Racers were picked fifth in
the OVC's preseason coaches poll,
but Newton didn't put much stock
in that prediction in November
and nothing has happened to make
him feel differently.' • "The conference is wellbalanced, just as I thought earlier.
I think there are a number of
teams that could rise up and win

have a strong ba,sketball tradition.
I have no reason to think that they
won't do well in our conference."
He also believes, however, that
the Tigers will run into a prepared
Murray State club Saturday.
"Our guys are playing right
around our full potential. That's
certainly what we're looking for,"
he said.

it," he said. "I think Murray State
is one of them.
"The preperation is over,"
Newton added. 'It's time to get on
with the real season now."
"I think that we're ready," Martin said. "It's what we've been
talking about and it's what we've
wanted — an OVC championship.
It's here now."

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

Stan Narewski, former head
coach at Furman University and
Clemson University, has been named men's track and cross country
coach at Murray State University.
Jay
succeeds
Narewski
Flanagan, who accepted a position
at Arkansas State University.
A native Of Birmingham, Ala.,
Narewski began his track career at
Phillips High School in Birmingham, where he was a sprinter.
He lettered two yeast; at Jefferson
State Junior College:4nd two more
at Livingston University, where he
was named Outstanding Senior in
1971. He received his bachelor's
degree in business and economics
that year.
In 1974, he received his teaching
certificate and a bachelor's degree
in physical education from the
Alabamaof
University

Birmingham. While attending
UAB, he formed the Birmingham
Area Track Club for Youth.
He entered the collegiate
coaching ranks in September 1974
as a graduate assistant at Auburn
University. After two years directing the track team's weight training program and serving as a
graduate teaching assistant, he
received his master's degree in
education from Auburn in 1976.
He then went to the University of
Kansas, where he was assistant
track coach with responsibility for
sprinter,s, hurdlers, and relay
teams. During his tenure with the
--Jayhawks, his sprinters were second only to the University of
Southern California in points
scored in national competition. He
also coached the Lawrence Track
Club and directed the Kansas Officials Association, supervising

more than 350 officials.
In September 1978, he accepted
the head coaching position at Furman University. He earned the
Southern Conference Track Coach
of the Year award in 1981 while
guiding the Paladins to a thirdplace finish in the conference meet
as his athletes scored in every
event.
In April 1983, Narewski was named head coach at Clemson University, and his arrival had an immediate impact on the Tigers"program. That fall Clemson placed
fourth in the national cross country
championship and earned him
NCAA Cross Country Coach of the
Year honors at the regional and national levels.
Narewski resigned his position at
Clemson in January 1985 in the
wake of events leading to an investigation of the Tiger athletic

MSU loses former three-sport athlete

Bidwill may
ask NFL for
more time

Ceil 'Slim' Kent dies at age 76
Special to the Ledger and Times

Murray State and its supporters
lost one of their most outstanding
student-athletes recently with the
death of Cecil "Slim" Kent.
Kent died Dec. 23 in St.
Petersburg, Fla. at the age of 76.
A World War H veteran, Kent
came to Murray in 1931 from
Chester County, term.
Kent was arguably Murray
State's greatest athlete, performing far above the average level in
football, basketball, and baseball
during the 1930s.
He was an Associated Press
honorable mention All-America
selection in 1933 scoring 19
touchdowns fori Roy Stewart's
undefeated, untied gridiron squad.
With a perfect 9-0-0 record, that
team remains Murray State's only
football team to win all of its games
in a season.
Kent was known as a swift ball-

carrier who couldn't be caught
once he broke into the open field.
On Oct. 28, 1933, he darted through
the Middle Tennessee defense for
222 yards and five touchdowns in
leading Murray to a 70-7 rout.
Besides his All-America recognition — his 90 points were the second
highest total in the nation in 1933 —
he was honored to the All-Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
and All-Kentucky Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference teams.
Kent also lettered for the 1934 and ._
1935 varsity football teams.
Kent utilized his 6-2, 180-pound
frame for Carlisle Cutchin's
basketball and baseball squads as
well.
In 1933, his first year with the
Murray State basketball varsity.
Kent scored 124 points, connecting
on all 30 of his free throw attempts.
Kent scored over 100 points in his
junior and senior years as well,

Cecil 'Slim' Kent
that in an era when few teams
scored over 40 points a game.
In baseball, Kent displayed his
versatility while playing first base
for the Thoroughbreds.
In 1968, Kent's accomplishments
earned him enshrinement into the
Murray State Athletic Hall of
Fame.

New Year's Clearance Sale
Pre-owned cars going for clearance prices.
All cars 7 years old and/or under 100.000 miles.
Newer will have a 3.000 mile or 3 month warranty.
Most of our trade-ins are local and we will be glad to furnish
the previous owner's name and phone number for your convenience.

1987 Cadillac Sedan DeVille Low Mileage, new car warranty
1987 Oldsmobile Regenc§citSW mileage, new air warranty.
1987 Buick Lesabre 4-door, low mileaae, new car warranty.
1987 Pontiac Sun Bird 4-door, low mileage, new car warranty.
1987 Buick Sky Lark 4-door, low mileage, new car warranty
1986 Cadillac Seville Low mileage, new car warranty
1985 Olds Cutlass Bro. Cpe. High mileage, no warranty
1985 Audi 5000 S 4-door, low mileage, 3-3 warranty.
1985 Buick Century 4-door, low mileage, transferable warranty
1985 Ford Escort 4-door, low mileage, 3-3 warranty.
1984 Buick Century 4-door, low mileage, 3-3 warranty.
1984 Pontiac STE Low mileage, 3-3 warranty.
1984 Chev. P'up Silverado Low mileage, 3-3 warranty
1984 Cadillac Fleetwood Bro. 4-door, ave.- mileage, 3-3 warranty
1983 Cadillac Sedan DeVille Low mileage, 3-3 warranty
1983 Olds Delta 88 4-door, high mileage, 3-3 warranty.
1983 Olds Cutlass 4-door, high mileage, 3-3 warranty
1985 Ford Tempo 2-door, low mileage, 3-3 warranty
1983 Chev. Chevette 4-door, ave. mileage, 3-3 warranty.
1982 Honda Accord LX 2-door, ave. mileage, 3-3 warranty

•

e

753-8355

AGENT

EASTERN CONFERENCE.
Atlantic Division
VE
I. Pct.
Boston
800 —
20 0
483
14 15
Philadelphia
New Y,rk
10 20
333 104
9 19
Washington
321 104
New Jersey
172 15
5 24
Central Division
22 8
Atlanta
733
Detroit
704
8
19
4
Chicago
SOO
18 12
5
571
18 12
Milwaukee
Indiana
517
15 14
7
15 15
Cleveland
500
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pet. GB
868 10 10
Dallas
.504
19 13
Denver
17 13 .587
Houston
. 14 15 .483 5
San Antonio
1 Ttah
14 17 .452 8

Sacramento
L A Lakers
Portland
Seattle
Phoenix
LA Clippers
Golden State

Friday's Games
Washington at Boston
New York at New Jersey
Los Angeles Clippers at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Atlitnta
Los Angeles Lakers at Detroit
Utah at Milwaukee
Sacramento at Portland

753-8355

Jr. Morris
Automotive
Hwy. 94 East (1 mi. E. of Murray)

(502) 753-0101

Is Moving Back To
The Benton Store

TEMPE, Ariz.(AP) — St. Louis
Cardinals' owner Bill Bidwill has
concluded two days of meetings
with Phoenix-area officials and
says he may ask the NFL to extend its deadline for deciding if he
will move his team to another city.
A two-year-old league polic.y
mandates that Bidwill must inform the NFL where he would be
relocating by Jan. 15 plus provide
a basic lease agreement with the
new city.

We Will Make
Deliveries To Murray
Mon.—Wed.—Fri.
Benton Phone: 527-7652

Fri Jan. 8th Will Be
Our Last Day
MODERN

THE

cline

ow Presenting

Come See Our Model One Bedroom
Energy-Efficient Apartment.
Sunday, January 10, 198S from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Apartment living in Murray, Ky. may be for you!
The furnishings are by Crass Furniture of Murray and
we also have two-bedroom available upon request.
, Just minutes away from a shopping area, Murray State
University and serviced by Murray Transit. We have
maintenance personnel.
The apartment will be totally furnished by Crass Furniture and the management staff will be present to
answer any questions regarding rental.
North

j

*
Mur-Cal Apt.

Northwood

*Refreshments
Will Be Served
*Door Prizes
Will Be Given

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Murray

j. jerod. Management Co.
1-.110-FMIIA Approved

753-5315

•

•

—
44
7
12
144
17

Thursday's frames

JC Penney

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-BUICK-CADILLAC

114

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Football
Stadi11111

• Later model cars qualify for the extended new car warranty which
is transferable to the next owner.
'Cars designated 3-3 have our 3 month 3.000 mile warranty.

287
793
.633
548
379
288
186

Indiana 114, Milwaukee 108
Chicago 100, Denver 96
Dallas 106, Phoenix 91
Houston 120, Golden State 113
San Antonio 124, Sacramento 119

901 S. SYCAMORE

onsider average mileage 15.000 per year.

1300 121 By-Pass

8 22
Pacific Division
23 6
19 11
17 14
11 18
8 20
5 22

Hwy. 121

1979 Ford LTD Avol.011eage, no warranty.
1978 Ford Thunderbirtddagi mileage, no warranty
1976 Olds Cutlass 2-cigtotilw mileage, no warranty
NOTE

department precipitated by the
death of one of the school's distance
runners.
Since leaving Clemson, Narewski
has been employed in the private
sector and remained involved in
track through officiating and
coaching a group of post-graduate
runners in Charlotte, N.C.
Athletes under Narewski's
tutelage have excelled. Six have
participated in the Olympics, while
more than 60 received all-America
honors.
"I'm excited about accepting this
challenge," Narewski said. "Working with young people is gratifying,
and there's nothing like coaching
an entire team. There's a lot of
work to be done. It will take time,
but we will keep Murray State competitive and live up to its rich tradition."
Narewski is married to the
former Ann Smith of Gardendale,
Ala. They have one child, Taylor,
age 3.

YOUR
WO

Basketball

Narewski named MSU's new cross country, track coach
From MSU Sports Information
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
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4Y/x. Wilkinson
1c4v will speak

Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson
will discuss his economic developWhat kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the ment program, including major
forecast given for your birth sign.
transportation plans, at the annual
Kentucky Transportation ConFOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1988
ference, to be held Jan. 14-15 at the
Radisson, Lexington. Wilkinson
ARIES
SCORPIO
will address a Jan. 14 lunch.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Pik (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Other speakers include Sen.
You have ambitious plans for today
You'll be hearing from friends
and will succeed in accomplishing today. Social activity is favored, but Wendell Ford, William H.
what you set out to do if you don't let you may go overboard in the pursuit Lomicka, secretary of the
distractions deter you from your of good times. Some procrastinate Economic Development Cabinet,
goals.
regarding a work endeavor.
and Richard Morgan, executive
SAGITTARIUS
director of the Federal Highway
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ice Administration.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Business is favored, but not if it's
The conference, sponsored by
It's a pleasure-laden day for you mixed with pleasure. Some you deal
for Better TransporKentuckians
with a slight tendency to go over- with beat around the bush. Don't be
tation in cooperation with the Kenboard in either partying or spending. imposed upon tonight.
tucky Transportation Cabinet, will
Don't be gullible about a matter CAPRICORN
bring local, state and national
pertaining to career.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
together to focus on
leaders
GEMINI
Either travel or entertaining out(May 21 to June 20)
/1* of-town %is ors may be on your methods and practices that will
-Company _ may stay longer than agenda. Shoppers need extra care to result in safer transportation
anticipated. Still, you're able to put get true value for their money. Be facilities and more efficient use of
domestic interests in order. Be Wary
transportation resources.
discriminating.
of dubious financial propositions
The conference will start on
AQUARIUS
tonight
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
• Lig% Thursday morning with a session
CANCER
Do further research about a busi- on city and county street and road
ness or investment matter before programs.
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll hear some b.4 talk in busi- becoming involved. Don't be presThursday afternoon sessions will
ness. Don't be extravagant in your sured into giving to a charity unless Include a discussion of Kentucky's
use of credit. Partners agree on, you're genuinely concerned.
Federal funding outlook by
important issues. Some make plans' PISCES
oieurs Richard Morgan and a discussion
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
for a small trip together.
of the state's industrial developBe careful whom you confide in.
LEO
ment outlook by Secretary
Someone may not keep a confidence.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Lomicka.
Morning hours are your most Both partners and friends play an
Also, legislative leaders have
productive time today. Concentrate active role in your life today. Accept
been invited to discuss transportathen on business and financial inter- invitations.
IF BORN ODAY you often achieve tion and related legislation in the
ests. Later, there's a tendency to
a position of leadership in some 1988 session.
spend too much money.
The Friday morning program inpublic service capacity. You're a
VIRGO
sit person meant to do his or her own cludes a discussion of a proposed
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You'll enjoy leisure events today thing, so always strive to be original. local bridge improvement proand outings with children are espe- You have a natural interest in the gram; discussion of alternatives
cially favored. Guard against a ten- world at large and may be drawn to a for communities faced with rail
dency toward self-indulgence now. political career. Do not let a love of abandonment; the role of the local
prominence or the lure of financial airport in economic development;
Eat sensibly tonight.
power keep you from being true to and a discussion of the merits of
LIBRA
your own individuality. If you "sell contract maintenance in road
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Home-based activities are empha- out" you sell out your chance to
programs.
sized this morning. Some catch up on better humankind. Birthdate of:
Senator Ford and the new Kenrest, quiet, and favorite hobbies. A George Balanchine, choreographer;
Secretary of Transportation
tucky
Rudolf
Bing,
operatic
impresario;
and
lead
some
of
party mood later could
will speak at a Friday lunch.
Simone de Beauvoir. writer.
you to excesses.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Numbness lingers
after dental work
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My dentist took
out a wisdom tooth. The roots were
wrapped around the nerve, but he
took the tooth out in small pieces to
minimize damage to the nerve. However, since the surgery, I have had no
feeling in a large area around my lower lip and chin. Will the nerve
regenerate?
DEAR READER: I cannot be certain whether the numbness you have

is due to the actual wisdom-tooth extraction or whether it may have resulted from the local anesthetic that
the dentist probably used.
The nerves feeding the back teeth
are branches of a larger nerve that
supplies the jaw and lip. Removal of a
tooth would be unlikely to affect the
larger nerve. On the other hand, a
dentist usually numbs the operative
site by injecting anesthetic into the
main nerve. This is why we often experience numbness of the jaw, lip and
part of the tongue when we have dental extractions. A more usual cause
for your symptoms would be persisting anesthesia from the shot. In time,
this should disappear. However, give
your dentist a call about it to let him
know.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband, 42,
does not recall having had chicken
pox. We have four children who are
sure to catch it sooner or later. Do
adults get chicken pox or do they get
shingles instead? Is there anything he
should do?
DEAR READER: On the basis of
previous infection, either obvious or

subclinical (not evident), most adults
are immune to chicken pox Therefore, they do not contract it from their
children. However, in rare instances,
susceptible adults can come down
with chicken pox. Like most childhood
diseases, it is more serious in adults
because it causes greater discomfort.
People who have shingles (herpes
zoster) always have had chicken pox.
This relation is clear: The varicella
(chicken pox) virus appears to be related to herpes. Evidently, shingles is
caused by activation of latent varicella virus. Hence, if your husband has
never had chicken pox, he is more
likely to get the disease than to develop shingles. He probably won't get
sh,ingles unless he has inactive varicella viruses in his system.
Dr. Gott's new Health Report,
WEIGHT CONTROL THROUGH
CALORIE CONTROL, offers healthy
tips on weight loss, diet and exercise.
For your copy, send $1 and your name
and address'to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention the title.
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CPA review course will be offered
candidates who plan to take the
CPA exam in May.
Thetaped version of the 148-hour •
comprehensive review course
features the same Chaykin faculty
members who teach the course in

The College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
University will offer the Chaykin
Certified Public Accountant(CPA)
Review Course on full-color
videotape beginning Feb. 9 for CPA

Diagnostic and Remediation Centfr
used by over 800 persons during year
observe and work with clients in
weekly therapy sessions under the
supervision of faculty of the
Department of Special Education.
Funding for the center comes
from state and federal grants,
agency contracts and client fees
(which are based on family size
and income.
The center's services are provided year-round, according to the
university's regular schedule.
Persons interested in more information about testing and therapy
offered by the Diagnostic and
Remediation Center may write the
Department of Special Education,
Murray State University, Murray,
KY, 42071, or call (502) 762-2446.

More than 800 persons from Kentucky, Tennessee and the surrounding area passed through the doors
of the Diagnostic and Remediation
Center at Murray State University
in 1987.
The center, which has served the
region since 1974, provides testing
and therapy for individuals of any
age with speech, language and
hearing problems. It also sponsors
clinics to assist children with
academic difficulties related to
reading and learning disabilities,
and an infant-toddler early intervention program for preschool
children who have developmental
delays or handicapped conditions.
Upper-level university students

New York City. The professors are
known for their expertise in preparing CPA candidates for the examination and are authors of the
Chaykin CPA Review textbooks used in the course.
More than 45,000 CPA candidates
have completed the course.during
its 40-year history. In addition to
being offered on university campuses, the sessions have been used
by Big 8 accounting firms to
prepare their staffs for the test.
Brochures about the Chaykin
CPA Review Course may be obtained by writing to: CPA Review
Course, College of Business and
Public Affairs, Murray State
University, Murray, KY,42071. Additional information may be obtained by calling (502) 762-3124.
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PEANUTS

THE FAR SIDE

I'VE READ ALL ABOUT
THE COMPOSERS AND ALL
ABOUT THE MUSIC
WERE GOING TO HEAR..

I DECIDED TO
COME TO THIS
CONCERT PREPARED

By GARY LARSON

classified IT
1
Legal
AS of 1-6 88 I Dan
Cooper am not re
sponsible for any debts
other than my own with
my own signature.

11:121113411L
1,40OLD tT-- C TRY IT
kURT IF I N'-)E
IJLLEPJ FIND
ON n0(Si

2 .Notice
PAYE S- towels monogrammed, set discounts. 753-7743.
GLASS repair and replacement work -or
home, business and
auto. Window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass. tempered safety
glass, plexiglass,
mirrors, glass table
•
tops amd shelving
•
ix
•
•
•
Also, storm windows
•
.*
t' and doors repaired
Patio door glass, store
"Mom! The kids at schoo say we're a
front's M&G Complete
Glass Co., phone
family of Nerdenthals! Is that true?"
502 753-0180.

GARFIELD
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THEN WHY PIP 5NE
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GET HOME RIGHT
NOW FOR DINNER?
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1 Manage
6 Convincing
arguments
PI
11 Second of
two
12 Created a
disturbance
14 At home
15 Beasts
17 Chinese
distance
measure
18 Sum up
20 Cares for
21 Writing
implement *
22 Tidy
24 The sun
25 Poison
26 Out-and-out
28 Smoothed
30 Stalemate
31 Adherent of
prefix
32 Represent1

'OP

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

atives
35 ' -- Knows
Best"
38 Fruit cake
39 Also
41 Withered
42 Part of HMS
43 Brag
45 Mr Taylor
46 Running
47 Serving dish
49 Prosecutor
abbr
50 Covert
52 Football learn
54 Acts
55 Evaluates
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DOWN
1
2
3
4

Roam
That thing
Greek letter
Period of
fasting
5 Most arid
6 Baby's bed
7 Is ill
4

8 Distress
signal
9 Latin
conjunction
10 Moon
goddess
11 Climbing

6

5

7

8

9

10 III
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14

16

16
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18
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THE PHANTOM
2
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3

38

5
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k

42
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50
54

„lily
4

43

46

29

3

37

45
4

49

52

55
1

plant
13 Ate
16 L-P
connection
19 Small
fresh-water
fish pl.
21 "The Pink
23 Blemish
25 Defeats
27 Seine
29 By way of
32 One of Three
Musketeers
33 Profited
34 European
ermine pl
35 Jodie -36 Wears away
37 Part of
fortification
40 Grain
43 Extorted
money from
colloq.
4* Tissue
47 Prefix before
48 Soak, as flax
51 Cerium
symbol
53 Brother of
Odin

A great gift idea! We
convert your old 8mm
home movies to video
tape. Call Allison's
PhotOgraphy 753-8809
and Video Mart
753-1399.

NOTICE

TIT
hor
tap
ref
FrE
ery
net
Sod

Dec 30th, 1987 my home on
Mc:trim Chapel Rood was
burgkmzed around 2.00 p.m
The following items were token
G.E Video Cassette Recorder
Senol .681780871. 22 Single
Shot Rifle, 3 145 Gold Necklaces
Brocelet, Woman's Pulsar
Watch, Man's Timex Watch 8,
Cluster Ring

MINIM

$100 REWARD
for any inicivmahor leoding to
the arrest and conwction of the
burglar

759-4554
COUNTRY Jean's has
1/2 price rack of
sweaters and blouses.
Sweatshirts and sweat
suits 10% off. Childrens
basic jeans by Steele,
Lee, Wrangler 1/2
price. Men's acid
jackets. Mens jeans by
Lee, Jordache and Levi.
Name brand junior,
missy and ladies jeans.
Open Thursday and
Friday 4-6P.M., Satur
day 10A .M. 5P.M., 5
miles on Hwy 94 east,
759 1062.
CUSTOM CHERRY
OAK CABINETS. Dis
count prices. Sedalia,
Kr 328 8030

Amex

Il••••

Read the,
want ads daily

Face.
Brick .
Start

At

'14 (Per0°?

1000

Vowell &
Son, Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301
STORE fixturers, dec
for mirrors, display
mirror, glass shelving,
earring holders, purse
holders, display cases
and stands Made to
spec M&G Complete
Glass Co., Dixieland
Shopping Center, phone
502 753 0180.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it" Jimmy
Thompson JeWeler
-

•

AMY
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-
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Section 1-A Announcement
The Murray Calloway County Hospital
will receive bids from General Contractors
for the construction of Alterations and
Renovations to the following areas on Jan.
19th, 1987 at 2:00 p.m. local time, at the
Hospital Board Room:
Labor/Delivery Suite
Executive Suite
Old Administration Wing
Proposal forms, contract documents, including plans and specifications, are
available at Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701
Ky Ave., Paducah, KY for a deposit of One
Hundred dollars 4100.001 per set, which
will be refunded in full forlItach set returned in complete and good condition within
(10) days after bid opening. A satisfactory
bid bond for five percent (5%) of the pid
shall be submitted with each proposal. Performance and payment bonds will be
required.
Prevailing Wage Rates are not required
on this project.
Mr. Stuart Poston, Administrator ,
Murray Calloway County Hospital

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission willhold a Public Hearing on Tuesday, January
19, 1988, at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Room,
Second Floor, City Hall, on the Kentcky
Fried Chicken Planned Development
Project.
The project is located in a B-4 zone
(Medium Density Business District) at 205
& 207 North 12th Street.
Plans for this project are on file in the Office of Planning and Engineering and may
!be reviewed between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m., Monday thru Friday before the hearing date.
If you have questions concerning this
project, contact the Director of Planning
and Engineering at 753-4321.
Mac Fitts, Director
Planning/Engineering
Bob Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

2

Notice

NEW VCR
IN YOUR HOME?
If your family got a new VCR
for Christmas
we want to give you a
FREE
VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP

•

im
eo
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r t

Call or come by
for details - 753-8084
OVER 3.000 MOVIES
AillkatiaTaar

Happy
Birthday
Love
Ricky &
Kyle _

Chang l'hootro Lobby

MRS. Helen Miller,
President of Pennyrile
Tours has planned a
tour on March 5-6 to see
the Kentucky Wildcats
play Ole Miss. Overnight Oxford. Tour will
pick-up in Murray. Re
servations should be
made early by contact
ing Mrs. Ruth
Blackwood, Tour Rep.
Pennyrile Tours, 203 S.
8th St., Murray, Ky.,
phone 753.2827,
Deanie's
Now open
Hair Care. Specializing
in razor cuts, cuts
styling, perms, color
ing, frosts, etc. $1 off
any service of $5 or
more. Lynn Grove
435-4115.
REWARD for informa
tion leading to the
conviction of person(s)
who slaughtered 2 cows
on Goodwin Road east
of Dexter. Contact
Sheriffs Department.

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Free pick up and deliv
ery. Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production
Specialties 435 4349.
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
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in
still
Unless
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:

5. Lost and

Found

LOST Black cow in
Lynn Grove area $100
reward. 437 4748 or
753 2713.
LOST Miniature
Schnauzer. Black and
silver, answers to
"Pete". Approximately
1 mile from East Y
grocery store on hwy.
280, on Cardinal Ridge
Dr Reward. 7534531.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local claim sersice"

a,

Satellite Dish Owners
Scrambling a problem?
Maybe I can help.

Call 753-9875
For All Your Satellite Needs

1

Help

Wanted

AREA manufacturer
needs telephone corn
minucators to contact
home owners in your
community. This is a
permanent position. We
pay hourly wage plus
incentive bonus weekly.
If you are an experienced telephone
communicator and
want an excellent op
portunity to earn well
above average income
from your home send
resume to: Purchase
Enterprises, Inc., P.O.
Box 1397, Paducah, Ky.
42002-1397.
IMMEDIATE openings
for over the road truck
drivers. 5 years experience required. Call
between 8A.M. and
5P.M. 9Q1-642-0308.
IMMEDIATE opening
starting out as parttime truck driver. Local
run. 5-years experience
required. Call between
13A.M.-5P.M. 901 6420308.
LPN'S 3 to II and 11 to 7
shifts. Excellent working condition and benefits. Salary competative. Contact,: Manor
House of Dove, Dover,
Tn. 615-232-6902. E.O.E.
MATURE female help
needed by elderly
couple, part-time daily.
Phone 753-7783 after
5P.M.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTP-A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8. 3012:00 5 days a week.
NEED responsible
person to care for
d isab,led lady,
weekendl. References
required. 753-0251.
Now hiring govern
ment jobs, skilled and
unskilled. For current
list of jobs and application call (602) 995-0682
ext 1323.
RECEPTIONIST ,
secretary for op
tometric office. 4 days a
week. Experience
preferred. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1205,
Murray. If you have
applied 'In Me last 6
months, we have your
application on file.
SALESPERSON needed.
Retired person wishing
part or full-time sales
position Qualified person
would be selling lawn &
garden equipment, both
in showroom & outside.
Leads provided for most
outside calls. Demo
equipment, samples and
support materials provided. Send confidential
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-S, Murray, Ky. 42071.
SALES rep. ex
perienced in outside
sales. Salary, monthly
car allowance, corn
mission. Need good
dependable car. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-M, Murray, Ky.
42071.
SATURDAY or Sunday
workers needed for
Humane Society An
imal Shelter. Apply
Saturday or Sunday at
the Shelter from
3 4P.M.
SEEKING responsible
experienced non
smoker to care for 15
month old in my home,
Monday through Friday
8A M. to 12P.M. Re
ferences required. 759
1150 after 1P.M
TOOL room supervisor
Local industry has
opening for experienced
person in the supervi
sion of tool program
Successful candidate
will have ability to
operate tool repair
program, train
operators, schedule
work and supervise
Please
employees
reply in confidence to
P.O. Box 1040 E.
Murray. E.O.E.

9. Situation

Wanted

NEED a job part or full
time! Will clean house
and office or odd and
end jobs. Very re
sponsible person. Ask
for Regina, Kyathy or
Wayne 753 7111.,'•
WILL clean of14ces and
Reasonable
houses
rates. 437 4241
WILL do house cleaning
or babysiffing. 753-4906.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308.
WILL do any odd lob,
cut and haul shubbery.
Also, cut and remove
hedges. Call 753 3534 or
753-3455 anytime.
1 1 . Instruction

Wierray Ledger 8r Times
24

Miscellaneous

SERVICE all brands of
chain saws Also, 3 and
4 wheelers. Stokes
Tractor, lndystrial
Road.
25. Business Services
GET your tax refund
faster' Were equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer. Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer. Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships. Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489-2440 for appointment, information or
rates.

32

Apts for

Rent

NICE 2 bedroom duplex
in private area. Lease
and deposit required
$365 per month Call
753-3343.
NICELY furnished I and
2 bedroom 'and single
rooms for rent, located
near campus. Days 753
6111, after 5P.M. 753-0606.
N OW taking ap
plications for 1 and 2
bedroom, section 8, low
income family at
Southside Manor Apar
tments. Call 753-8221
E qual Housing
Opportunity.
TM(iNo applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky._
E qual Housing
Opportunity.

26. TV -Radio

NO EXPerolDeful NeeDeD1 We Won
YEN end WOVEN No need to eye
room,* KZ Fee re ewe-Wm **Ong
DO'Ce/Itte.eho*, Pnecerwe Dap

Accredited lillembor MATTE
Financial Akl Available
LLIANCE
Meet°. Wet. W.•••••,1'
LiFileentoTo

LEASE TO OWN 25
console TV with remote,
$53 a month. Murray
Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
LEASE TO OWN- 19"
color TV, $28 a month.
Murray Rental & Sales.
753-8201.
LEASE TO OWN- Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month Murray Rental
& Sales. 753-8201.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale

33. Rooms for

Rent

ROOMS for rent 1 block
from campus. 753 0907
or 759 9645.
34. Houses for

Rent

3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
No
Stella/Coldwater
pets or children. 7536825 evenings.
COUNTRY home, 4
small bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath.
1 mile North of city
limits. Call 753-4566.,

49

Used

Cars

1975 BUICK LeSabre,
local owned, extra nice
car, 2 door hardtop.
$625. 436-2427.
1975 DATSUN B210,
auto, couple, engine
work needed, good
body, $295. 759 1960, 1405
Main, Apt. 4C.
1976 CAMARO, triple
black, rally wheels, rear
louver, rear spoiler, tin
ted windows, new paint,
pinstripe, priced to sell.
Calf 436'5355.
1978 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, good condition,
51650. 753 8124 or 7539181
1979 MUSTANG, white,
full power, 100,000 plus
Needs work.
miles
5700. 753-7809.
1979 PONTIAC Bonneville, wrecked front
right side, $500. Call
527.9729.
1980 AMC Concord,
sharp looking, new
tires, good running
condition. $1575. See at
513 Whitnell, 759-4510.
1981 BUICK LaSabre
Limited;• nice 2 door;
red vinyl top and red
interior; grey bottom;
locally owned. 753-0587
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?

56

Used

y
9,
se
to
Fe

WANT TO JOIN OUR TEAM?

TACO JOHNS
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FROM QUALIFIED PEOPLE
•Honest hardworking is a must •Non Smoke,
'Neat & clean people whg take pride in themselves
•EntOy working with public

WILL TRAIN-NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Positions Available Include
'Day IS Night Shifts •Full or Part tim,
P.

2
Is
Fe
Iv

•Flextble SCheduling to meet your needs

STARTING SALARY
'I 00 per hour (Crew People)
.100 per hour (Management Trainees(
Heatth Insurance available to those qualified

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED
AFTERNOONS 2-4 On No phone cells please

•••

Trucks

53

Services Offered

1984 GMC pick up S-15, 4 LICENSED electrician,
wheel drive, Gypsy residential and corn
addition, red, auto- mercial. Air condition
matic, loaded, V-6, ing. Sales and service.
fiberglass topper, 67,000 Gas installation and
repair for natural and
miles, excellent condi
LP. Fred's Repair 753
tion $6900. 753.7307.
1985 FORD Ranger 7203
MAX W. Parker,
pickup. Call 492 8566.
1987 BRONCO II 4x4 XLT, Attorney at Law. For
blue & white, p.s., p.b., mer county attorney,
cruise, tilt, 5-speed 0.D., former district judge.
Int. wipers, air, am/fm Office, 104 N. 4th St,
cass., still under Murray, 753-3153;
warranty, 6,000 miles. Home, 753 7900.
MOBILE•HOME
Phone 759-9896.
Repair,
'69 CHEVY pick-up, Specialist,
good condition. $650 or leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
best offer. 759 1070
iwiriT. washing,
'69 F-600 FORD, long
hurricane straps. 759wheel base. $2250. Call
4850.
753-9366.
NEED work on your
79 FORD 4-wheeler
trees? We can beautify
F 150. 754,5737.
your yard by topping,
shaping, dead wooding
or removing dead or
52 Boats -Motors
diseased trees. For
1985- 178 ASTROGLASS satisifaction call the
with custom trailer, proven professionals
built-in Lowrance and Bover's , Tree Service
cover. 759-1457.
753-0338. The compete..
tion knows us you
53. Services Offered
should too
A•I BNTERPRISE of QUALITY construction
tering sales and service repairs and alterations
on natural & LP applian- Free estimates. Call G
ces. Also, fireplace rep- & A 436-2617.
air. 'Chimney cleaning ROCKY COLSON Home
*Masonry 'Damper *Bird
Repair. Roofing, siding,
screen 'Hoods. 436-5355.
painting, plumbing.
APPLIANCE
concrete. Free esSERVICE. Kenmore, timates. Call 474-2307 or
Westinghouse, 753-6973.
Whirlpool. 27 years
Machine -117
experience. parts and SEWING
makes and
service. Bobby Hopper, pair. All
models. Home & In
Bob's Appliance Ser
closing
vice, 202 S. 5th St. dustrial. Bag
scissor
Business 753-4872, 436- machines. Also
sharpening. 40 yrs.
5848 (home).
All work
APPLIANCE REPAIR: experience.
Kenneth
Factory authorized for guaranteed.
53-2674,
Tappan, Kelvinator and Barnhill, 7,
Brown. Service on gas Stella, Ky.
and electric ranges, SUREWAY Tree Ser
microwaves, dis• vice. Topping, pruning,
tree removal. Aerial
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl bucket truck. Fully
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- insured for your prot,
ection. Stump removal
5341.
& B plumbing, free with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
estimates. Call 759-4905.
CONCRETE drive- obligations. 753-5.014.
ways, patios, carpentry WET BASEMENT? We
and block work. CALL make wet basements
dry. Work completely
502 492-8160.
FENCE sales at Sears guaranteed. Call or
now. Call Sears 753-2310 write Morgan Con
for free estimate for struction Co. Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
your needs. - FOR most any type 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
driveway white rock WE will sell you a motor
also, any type gravel, for less than you can
dirt and sand call Roger have yours rewound.
Hudson, 753.4545 or We also have all types
of ,motors, starters and
753-6763.
GENERAL repair, tree switches. Try our
trimming and wood for prices. Dill Electric
sale. For estimate call 759.1577.
436-2642.
56. Free Column
GUTTERING by Sears.
gutONE Pick A Poo fern
Sears continuous
ters installed for your ale dog, 4 years old, to
specifications. Call give away. She is small,
Sears 753-2310 for free solid white, and house
trained. Would make a
estimate.
1-IAMILTON Cultured perfect pet for an older
person or couple. Owner
marble and tile. 6-43 Old
retains right to select
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
home Call 759 1484
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
Wanted
57
proved. Save on those
WANT to buy raw furs
high heating and cool
Stanley Owen Mc
ing bills, Call Sears
IL
Clellan, Pulaski
753-2310 for free
618342-6316,
estimate.

1986- 14)05. Central heaf
Heot From Gene At
and air (3 ton air unit),
DWAIN TAYLOR
factory fireplace, 2
INC.
bedrooms, 2 full baths.
CHEVROLET.
Rent or Lease
Very nice! 474-8853 or 36 For
502-753-2617
474-2232.
24x60 DOUBLEWIDE,
Key MiniTRAVEL AGENT
good condition, un1982 MERCURY Lynx
Warehouses
furnished with nice carTOUR GUIDE
GL station wagon,
type
House
drapes.
&
pet
Hwy. 121 South
power and air, autoAIRLINE RESET. Atiovs-r
siding, service pole & exmatic, wood grain
Saes from 5X10 tol0X30
Start locally. IOU time/
tra storage porch in753-9918 If no answer:
sides, excellent condipart time Train on live
cluded. Must be moved.
753-6078, 753-0996
tion, $1795. Call 489-2733
airline computers_ Home
Priced to sell. 753-2616.
anytime.
study and resident train
sale.
for
home
MOBILE
1983 CUTLASS
ing Financial aid avail
2
12x56,
1981
Alladin
Warehouse/
Supreme, burgundy, T
as
,
able Job placement
bedroom, dishwasher,
tops, \Li5, 76,000 miles.
stance National Hdqtrs
Space
Storage
Excelconditioner.
air
,
$4300. 759-475.4
Lighthouse Pt.. FL.
lent condition. 489-2631.
1984 CHRYSLER.
story
2
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
MOVING must sell LeBaron station wagon,
1.800.327 7728
(1750 sq. ft. each;
1981, 14x72 mobile
25,000 miles, wood grain
Accredited member N H s
home. 2 bedrooms,
loading dock &
sides, loaded, like new
large kitchen, living
1 owner. 759-1520.
door
garage
room with fireplace,
1084 MONTE Carlo
14. Want to Buy
entrance
large bath. 436-2173
Landau, tilt, cruise,
(1). CARROLL com- after 6P.M.
Call
AM/FM cassette, V-8
pound bOw for parts.
aucket seats and con•. Allison (2). H&R Huntsman 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
sole. Extra sharp. 759muzzle loader. (3).
OR 3 BR, furnished or
Photography 1543 or 733-0509,
- unfurnished, some nevi.
Ithaca WI? -action- Mc
T915 FIERO, excellenf
753-8809
492-8566.
furniture, natural gascondition, $6500. Days
BEDROOM,1 TAbath electric, air con753-8191, nights 753-3293.
rick or siding home. In ditioned. Shady Oaks 37. Livestock-Supplies
1987 CAMARO Iroc-Z,
the Murray area. 498-8281 753-5209.
loaded, 350 TP1 492-8783
or 753-6433.
MOBILE homes rent to SIMMENTAL and or 753-8555.
Simbrah bulls. Perown. 437-4299.
DOOR . 1976 Cutlass
16. Home Furnishings
formance & semen
NORTHWIND Mobile
Excellent qual- Supreme, 1 owner, low
tested.
2 END tables, coffee Home Park on North
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, mileage. 1972 Ford, 2
table and 2 lamps, $45. 16th Street now has
door, hardtop, 4 new
Ky. 522-8794.
Call 753-095-4.
trailer lots and trailers
tires, original spare
2 TWIN beds w/head for rent. 753-9866.
never been on ground,
38. Pets-Supplies
boards (fruitwood). 1
local car, like new. Call
6
pups,
Collie
AKC
Cooling
and
Heating
29.
Jamison mattress and
white, 436-2427.
foundation; 1 Beautyr. ASHLEY Sahara weeks, sable and
642-9220
901
Phone
$125.
est mattress and foun- woodstove, excellent
dation. Both excellent condition. 474-2327 after AKC registered Collie
puppies. Sable and tri
condition. $175 each or 5P.M.
$300 pair. Call between NEED to sell- Gas color. Phone 753 8974.
•"or'ner,fr or iA...cav4 - •
LABRADOR puppies,
3-6P.M. 753-3009.
heater in good condiPIECE living room tion, 50,000 BTU with yellow, 3 chocolate
...smertY or BenfOni
suite (couch, love seat blower control. Call AKC registered Call
r,
B utch Seargent
and chair), $150. 753
after 330P M. 759-1686.
753-7307.
2862.
WOODKING wood
FORMICA woodgrain stove, good condition, TOP quality Shih-Tzu
kitchen table with 6 gold $ 1 0 0 . 7 5 3 6 3 9 0 or puppies, 3 males, $250
each. Shih-Tzu stud
padded chairs, $90. 753-8555.
service. 527-349.
759-1987.
New & Used
GE microwave, range 30, Business Rentals
**If/
GM Executives &
and oven combination. OFFICE for rent. 201 S 43. Real Estate
Program Vehicles
753489 2208.
6th, previously occupied 1 MILE 94 east, 2
001-11411-2000
5940
Hwy. 79 W. - Pan.
by Mike Keller, CPA. If commercial buildings
24 Miscellaneous
interested contact for sale. 1 is 8 stall
Custom Kitchen
clean up shop, other
BASEBALL cards need Clyde Roberts 753-5193.
•
69 MUSTANG con
Cabinets
good for any type of vertible, good condition
to sell. Worth $14,226
•
business. 753-5155.
Of
Types
asking $6,226 or best
All
$2800. Call 753-4123.
•
1COPPERUD Realty '83 BUICK Skylark
offer. Phone 354-8050.
*
•
Custom Woodworking
complete
range
a
offers
w/letter
On Court Square.
COMTWTER
of Real Estate services 59,xxx, excellent condiquality printer. After
$150.00 a month.
with a wide selection of tion. $4500 or best offer.
1P.M. 753-0393.
14
Deposit Required.
•
quality homes, all 753-4340 after 5P.M.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
FIREWOOD for sale.
•
Call 753.1910.
toll
free
753-1222,
prices.
*Drop by & i.e our showroom
•
437 4667.
*
5,
SR
TURCEL
183
Ask for Tod Delaney.
Ext.
-HOME
cain,fle
800-251
1
MURRAY
409 suP4131JAY
FIREWOOD Or sale.
loaded, best offer. 436
courteous,
for
711L
**********************
Also, tree removing. 30
competent Real Estate 2506
years experience. 436
32 Apts for Rent
make buy- FOR sale 1983 Gran
We
service.
2758 or 436 2562.
Gran
ing & selling Real Prix 3150 1981
FIREWOOD $25 a rick, 1 AND 2 bedroom Estate easy for you
Prix 2350. Good used
apartments for rent,
delivered, any amount
cars. Rick's Vinyl Roofs
lease and deposit. 753474-8817.
and Motor Sales 753
44. Lots for Sale
9872, 759.9921
FIREWOOD for sale, 9208 after 4P.M.
Kerby
OVER 4 acres on
Red Oak, $25 a rick, $28 1 BEDROOM efficiency
NEW information!
apartment, partial Jennings Trail Near Jeeps, cars, 4x45, seized
stacked. 436•5430,
BAD CREDIT
lake and Hamlin. Nice
pets.
No
utilities
paid.
in drug raids. Buy from
Seasoned
NO CRECIrT
wooded building sites.
753-9741.
males.
For
$100 Call for facts
Delivered and
Oak
WE CAN HELP
Priced under $3500.
upstairs
BEDROOM
1
today! (602) 842 1051
stacked or you pick up.
Kenshores Estates,
'84 Cherokee Chief 2 a kocion *von • sun root ao ns,
ext. 1323
Charles Barnett 753- apartment. Outside en- P.O. Box 656, Murray
re
and
Stove
trance.
1982
$11,288
sell!
to
5476.
PRICED
wry snot,
KY. 753,7531
•
Delta 88 Brougham, 2
Used frigerator furnished.
FOR sale
•c
•teto
88 Bronco Ihoil•einl 'me. heel.. Wee 11111 o.
utilities.
No
Reasonable
door, loaded Call after
trailers, 1 16, 1 truck
45 Farms for Sale
$10,988
'twee Ni,re
713
month,
a
$175
pets.
5P.M. 753 7701
bed trailer, 1 utility
40 ACRE farm, 5 miles
Elm. Call 1-395-4756.
'87 Dodge Shadow me. local bolosoepeipped '10,1 with ••••••
trailer. 753-9872.
20
24x96
Murray
of
east
on
$7,988
pe oc Stereo Wen, ottelleh eels WI/ ne
O carts, go carts. 1 OR 2 bedroom duplex
5th, partly turn., gas crate farrowing house 50. Used Trucks
5 8HP. Stokes Tractor, N.
Cutlass 4 lb. Ono loony saw co *On 0II 01 Opv.C.
Olds
'es
nursery,
crate
10
with
9. Situation Wanted
BR
2
heat 1 BR $110,
190 INTERNATIONAL
Industrial Road.
$8,288
infra red and propane
own, e•h• IeWP
WILL shovel driveways LARGE, large, large $150, Plus deposit. No heat, flush tanks and 4x4 pick up, step side
flood{ toe Site .gooto,
• CO, with
'84 Buick LeSabre 4
and Sidewalks. 759 1627 selection of arage children or pets. 362 8609 gutter drain system, bed, 345 V 8 engine
after 5p.m.
„
$7,988
753 5401.
pewit, • C
or 753-7608.
for
buildings in s
fully automatic ven
BEDROOM apart
1970 CHEVY 4 wheel
$aosat
immediate delivery
'86 Allianc• re •ewro Wu. wen..., mode p •
Building
less
tilation.
for rent. No Pets,
10. Business Opportunity
drive, 283 4 speed.
Acree Portable ment
$3.41118
than 5 years old. Call
'84 Encore 4 a nalchbot 3'X XX no. Sub. so.
753-0521.
Buildings, Mayfield, 753-9475 or
9865 after $1500 753 8528
753
or
1094
759
Eye Opener Special
in
duplex
BEDROOM
/
Suburban
EXPERIENCED
1984 CHEVY
Ky. 502 247 7831.
$285 per 6P.M
noods •
cleen.ep ,ono
Silverado, PB, PS
79 Chevy Conversion Van....
OAK and Hickory Northwood.
LIFE/ASH
759.4406.
month.
cruise. locks, double
46 Homes for Sale
firewood for sale $25 a
$1,988
. poky
In,
AGENTS
air, rally wheels, run
rick, delivered. / BEDROOM garage
BEDROOM, newly
Plus 16 more units under $.3000
apartment, furnished,
ning boards, auto. OD.,
PPGA and Career contracts
753 1243.
corner
on
remodeled,
Au prices plus us• Menlo
paneled living room and
753-0114
now available to represent
ROLLTOP desk, excel
lot with apartment in
db
BEAT the snow '79 4x4
lent condition, 55x20x44. kitchen, carpeting No rear. Drapes, dis
American Republic Insurance
Hwy 641 North
pets. $225 a month 713
5
miles,
54,000
Scout
5355.
436
Call
Company's outstanding pro'Jeep.
1 / 2 Elm
Call hwasher, A/C, large new tires, winch, well
753.6448
Murray
AINS
RUBBER bed mats for 1 395-4756.
sellable lot included
duct line. WO Nodal(100%
Eagle
maintained $2600
ALL makes of pick up
759 1139
Main.
1618
U&C); Medicare Supplement
BEDROOM, 7 bath
2973.
trucks. Stokes Tractor
BEDROOM, 2 bath, 0 B 0. 436
(100% USC Part 8); Nursing
1004 B Southwood Dr.,
1319.
753
lake
maintenence,
low
Universal
Nome, 10 Veer Tem,
central heat and air
SEASONED Oak and Very nice. Appliances view home in restricted
Life; and SPWL.
Hickory firewood plus furnished. 753 7947.
subd. 436 4829
STARTING PAY FOR DRIVERS 21 CENTS A MILE'
A+ Supenoi 13806 Rallnig
'
knots. $30 a rick Call
BARGAIN! Must sell
1
ROOM
unfurnished
Commistions
•ToS)
after SP M 753 7783
and
AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
brick
bedroom
or 3
apartment, private en
.T08-free WATS Lone tor Age'.
USED 55 gallon drums trance, private bath, wood split level house.
service and support
PLUS
very good condition
1 1 / 2 baths and
stove and refrigerator
.Excellent tum-wound or
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
fireplace Nice Needs
4591.
753
undenvnting and policyholder
LOAD/UNLOAD, STOP-OFF, LAYOVER PAY, VACATION PAY
Center Ridge
FURNISHED apart' repairs.
753 8498.
service
ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms. Subd. $18,000.
MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE. INTERESTED?
brick.
*And much much mac'
No children. No pets. NICE 3 bedroom
new dis
trim,
aluminum
Zimmerman Apart
'FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL HAROLD OR JIM
neighbor
start at
1-800-255-2255
ments, South 16th St., hwasher, nice
7458
(INTERSTATE) 1-800-592-3961 (KENTUCKY
753
1
4
7
3
2
6
.
0
8
Call
30's.
hood,
Ent 4277
753 6609.
753 1717 (LOCAL)
Or Contact
MUR Cal apts. Nor
Motorcycles
47
104011 Willenen
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
pr ,1000
Now renting. equal 1986 VAMAAA 225, 4
FIOCUtb‘ Inn AnObrklyal
wheeler 1987 Yamaha
Housing Opportunity
Executive Blvd
4984.
759
Big Bear 350, 4x4 4
SON 218
Puryear, TN
Both in extei
wheeler.
7
cen
NICE
bedroom,
wo•
Paducah, KY 42001
••••••
wee. menet
tral air and heat No lent condition Call 753
247-3232
S0214424935
0653 after 6 30P M
Pets 492 8634

Dan Taylor
Freddie Poe

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac,
Pans, rfri

Building For Rent

•

P f'•

FIREWOOD

C

wk.
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Face Brick
$133.00

PUR YEAR BRICK
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Lawmakers wary of Wilkinson's strategy
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Kentucky lawmakers are not exactly enthusiastic about Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's possible plan
to resolve his budget crisis by taking money from the Road Fund.
''That's a tough pill to chew,"
said Rep. Kenny Rapier, DBardstown.
Other legislators said Wilkinson's warning of a state budget
deficit merely confirms the need

for a tax increase, while others
said the goverupr should resolve
the problem.
"It is bad. That's one thing we
agree on," said Senate President
Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester. "We've been saying
for a year or two that there's a
lack of money in the General
Fund."
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
said the revelation about a deficit
of $25 million to $40 million in cor-

Contras to be debate topic
The GOP presidential candidates gathered today for their
first big debate of 1988, with
George Bush's campaign lashing
out at rival Bob Dole for "drooling
at the opportunity" to bring up the
Iran-Contra affair.
The Iran-Contra affair is causing Bush to come under fire from
the Democratic camp as well.
Gary Hart suggested the personal
problems that forced him to spend
seven months on the sidelines of
the Democratic race were trifling
compared with the errors of the
vice president and the rest of the
Reagan administration.
"I would love to run in-a race
against Vice President Bush on
just that issue — whether my personal and human mistake is on the
same scale as the mistakes of the
last seven years that can saddle

this country with debt and wrongheaded policies abroad for the
next 10 or 15 years," Hart told
students at Dartmouth College.
Hart in turn was attacked by
Democratic rival Bruce Babbitt,
who faulted him for "arrogance"
in his attitude toward the other
candidates. Hart said last month
one of his reasons for rejoining thefield was that his ideas were not
being advanced by the other
Democratic contenders.
The former Colorado senator,
who left the race over reports of
his relationship with a Miami
model, said Thursday,"I think it's
time we as Americans kind of
grow up, and instead of expecting
our leaders to be perfect, we are
going to have to expect them to be
human."

Fuel slick settling in river
A rainbow-colored fuel slick settled in the ice-clogged Ohio River,
causing water emergencies in
Steubenville, Ohio, where schools
and most businesses are closed,
and in Wheeling, W.Va., which
planned to shut down its water
treatment plant today.
"The river is at a complete
standstill," said Steubenville City
Manager Bruce Williams after
declaring a civil eergency. "We
have to wait it out."
Williams said all Steubenville
businesses were ordered closed today except food stores, gasoline
stations, hospitals and other
health care operations, drugstores
and transportation systems.

Social activities like bingo also
were curtailed.
Ohio National Guardsmen were
ordered to carry water by truck to
help the city of 26,400 residents
cope with the shutdown of waterintake valves along the river. The
valves were turned off to avoid
contaminating the city's water
system.
Icy waters and stiff headwinds
slowed to less than a mile-perhour the movement of the slick,
which began when a diesel fuel
tank ruptured on the Monongahela
River south of Pittsburgh Saturday, about 100 miles upstream
from Wheeling.

porate income tax proceeds this
year could provide the impetus for
a tax increase from the General
Assembly.
Clarke, who is chairman of the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said the
most likely action would be adop-

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Johnnie Orell Galloway
Mrs. Johnnie Orell Galloway,
70, of Rt. 8, Murray, died today at 4
a.m. at -Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
and had worked for Food Services
at Murray State University.
Born Sept. 13, 1917, she was the
daughter of the late John H. Windsor and Lala Fegan Windsors.
Survivors are her husband,
James Bryan Galloway, to whom
she was married on July 13, 1935;
three daughters, Mrs. R.heamond
( Anne) Wright, Rt. 1, Murray,

LOST
in Riviera
Courts
Small Chihuahua
dog, blonde & tan,
old pet answers to
the name of
"Bright Eyes"
If found call
759-1721

AM..:

Final rites for Mrs. Nancy Ann
Martin were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Wayne
Carter officiating and Mrs. Beverly Carter was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Rayford
Henry, Mark Kennedy, Keith Kennedy, Tony Thompson, Chris
Cohoon and Marc Schecter.

Murray

•Supar Scrub cycle for
pots and pens
tub and door
.
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liner with 10 y•ro
warranty
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•On;cott indicatof loght
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We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Con-, AMC Jeep(

Hwy. 641 N

759-1505

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Martin, 81, died Sunday at
10:42 a.m. at a hospital in
Southfield, Mich.
Survivors are two sons, James
Cohoon and Glen H. Cohoon; one
brother, Arvin (Octie) McCuiston;
one grandchild; two greatgrandchildren.

Pleb* W•akemed
Spaded. Friday
WOO lack Meadow
have over 90 VCR's to rent.

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

LOTS FOR SALE
Joining the City Limits West of Gatesborough
Joe Hal Spann
$12,000 Each
•Underground Utilities *Sewer •Water 'Gas
Call 753-4060 or 753-5541
from
5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Or Write

P.O. Box 251, Murray, KY 42071

Banner
Tobacco Center
Clarksville, Tennessee
We have room for-first and second sale and thereafter of Dark
Fired Tobacco.
We will pay lc each pound for
hauling.
We truly appreciate your
business.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

753.2617

..
C04.041•,

4-BUTTON, 7 CYCLE
.UNDERCOUNTER
DURA 10"
DISHWASHER

Mrs. Nancy Ann Martin

tuition, administration sources
say.
After being rebuffed last year in
an attempt to slash education funding, the president will ask Congress for a record Education
Department budget of nearly $21
billion for fiscal 1 , the sources
said Thursday, insisting on
anonymity.
The education budget, which
was under $15 billion when Reagan
took office, has been growing on a
tide of bipartisan congressional
support in recent years. It was fixed at $20.1 billion for fiscal 1988 in
the budget compromise Congress
enacted two weeks ago.
That represented a $650 million
gain from fiscal 1987, and $6.1
billion more than Reagan requested for the department just
one year ago.
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Services for Mrs. Autumn Pool Feb. 19, 1980. She was a member
are today at 1 p.m.in the chapel of ___ _of Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Kent Pool is officiating
Survivors are one daughter,
and Mrs. Olivene Erwin is Mrs. Doris Ann Collins, Troy,
organist.
Mich.; three sons, Steven G. Pool,
Clearwater, Fla., Wade L. Pool,
Pallbearers are Mark Pool, Jim
Pool, Trent Pool, Albert Stone, Troy, Mich., and James L. Pool,
Shirley Nance and Norville Cole.
Williamsburg. eight grandBurial will follow in Murray City children; 13 great-grandchildren;
Cemetery,
one great-great-grandchild; a
Mrs. Pool, 88, died Tuesday at 9 sister-in-law, Mrs. Vera Stone,
p.m. at Corbin Hospital, Corbin. and a nephew, L.C. Miller, both of
Her husband, Ausie L. Pool, died
Murray.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM euaturr
SERVICE PARTS

Mrs. Jerry (Sandra) Spiceland,
Lilburn, Fla., and Mrs. Tim (Debbie) Tidwell, Rt. 7, Murray; two
grandchildren, Rhea Ann Wright
and Keith Wright.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Bill (Anna Florell) Owen and
Mrs. Rudy (Lottie) Hall, both of
Murray; three brothers, Radford
Windsor, Murray, Jack Windsor,
Buchanan, Tenn., and Hassel
Windsor, Rt. 1, Hazel.

Super Scrub

Featuring the
removes
system that
baked-orstAls
*asn
worst
even the

Mrs. Autumn Pool

Reagan seeks more education money
— The
WASHINGTON AP)(
Reagan administration is reversing course by calling for more
federal spending on education,
and it's seeking a tax break for
parents who use U.S. savings
bonds for their children's college

tion of the federal tax code, which
would increase income taxes. A
study last year suggested such a
move would raise about $125
million annually, but Clarke said
the study needs to be updated.
Wilkinson has said specifically
he would veto such a tax increase.

KeepDo. Grest GM+ selini. With Genus,.
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Roll

GT400
1986 Chev. Celerity, 4
white auto air power
$9,900.00
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Call Billy Cloud at:
Office: 615-552-1976
tHome: 615-648-3620

Trans Doitcenter.
And Full Line Lumberyard

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, Klarr
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
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PRE-INVENTORY SALE
Hundreds of Selected Items
•Toys
*Games

•Small Appliances
'Tools

• ;eneral Hat uvvare
Items

*Cleaners
•& More

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St

Murray

Hours 7.30-6:00 Mon.-Fri.. 7:30-5:00 Sat

753-2571 or 753-4110
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